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Abstract  

A  Gendered  Machine  is  any  non-human,  mechanical  object  that  is  associated  with,  signifies,  or  is 
explicitly assigned a gender. My project is concerned with understanding how these phenomena manifest 
in  both  lived  and  fictional  realities.  Here,  a  typical  polarization  is  revealed  in  our  relationships  to 
machines. Forms of labeling that reflect limited understandings of gender identity are imposed onto the 
objects that  people create,  use,  and identify with,  where things  are generally understood to be either 
objects  of  service  or  of  domination.  This  is  a  patriarchal  oversimplification  that  my  work  seeks  to 
complicate.  Guiding  this  project  is  an  intent  to  understand  the  effect  that  tropes  within  pop-culture 
representations  actively  have  on  our  shifting  relationships  to  mechanical  objects—from  common 
utilitarian tools to instruments of monumental power. I focus this work within three scopes—Body, Voice, 
and Spirit—each acting as a nexus where patterns of signification are explored across works within a 
century  of  robot  films.  Through  these  lenses,  I  address  how  common  socio-spiritual  relationships 
converge within figurations of the mechanical, both worshiped and feared for the power that they hold. 
The  imagined  ideal  of  perpetual  progress,  featured  throughout  the  Science  Fiction  genre,  is  both  a 
figurative  and very  real  expression of  patriarchal  dominance  over  the  world,  through a  mastery  and 
wielding of science. When fantastical figurations of the future sync the creation of humanoid technology 
with  traditions  of  powerful  feminized  tropes,  audiences  are  left  to  wrestle  with  her  simultaneous 
signification as both idol and demon.  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Introduction  

 Gendered Machines: any non-human, mechanical objects that are associated with, 

signifiers of, or explicitly assigned a gender. Through my project, concerned with understanding 

how this phenomenon manifests in both lived and fictional realities, a typical polarization is 

revealed in these relationships. Labeling that reflects limiting understandings of gender identity 

is imposed onto the objects that people create, use, and identify with, where things are generally 

understood to be either objects of service or of domination. This is a patriarchal 

oversimplification that my work seeks to complicate.

	 Guiding this project is an intent to understand the effect that tropes within pop-culture 

representation actively have on our shifting relationships to mechanical objects—from common 

utilitarian tools to instruments of monumental power. Through this research, I probe intersections 

between humans and machines as a means of identifying how such constructed affiliations 

originate and perpetuate. This project analyzes the treatment of iconic robots within significant 

works of Science Fiction film through lenses informed by gender and film theory, with attention 

to the ways these works exist within larger historical contexts. Here, I position particular pairings 

in alignment across a continuum of traditions as a framework for examining how they extend or 

disrupt themes of power and resistance that are built into the mythos of a robotic figure.
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	 I focus this work within three scopes—Body, Voice, and Spirit—each acting as a nexus 

where patterns of signification are often located across works within a century of robot films. 

Through these, I address how common socio-spiritual relationships converge within figurations 

of the mechanical, both worshiped and feared for the power that they hold. As these intersect 

with constructions of gender expression, a particular impact is made on the ways we are 

encouraged to associate with machines. The imagined ideal of perpetual progress, featured 

throughout the Sci-Fi genre, is both a figurative and very real expression of patriarchal 

dominance over the world, through a mastery and wielding of science. And when fantastical 

figurations of the future sync the creation of humanoid technology with traditions of powerful 

feminized tropes, audiences are destined to wrestle with her simultaneous signification as both an 

idol and a demon. 

 The descriptor Gendered Machines also reflects the culturally constructed mechanisms 

by which categorization is imposed onto the ways we choose or are allowed to identify. The 

criteria for correctness, which dictate the production processes for the imagery and objects that 

culturally define us, are still nearly always generated out of patriarchal projections. Just as an 

ideal femininity is socially invented to serve male desires, technological artifacts, tools and 

media, are built to fulfill the needs of the historically male-controlled landscape of invention, a 

system that often figures white, wealthy, heterosexual maleness as a homogenized representation 

of all human experience.  1

 This is a paraphrased quote from Andreas Huyssen’s analysis of the broader significance of Fritz Lang’s 1

iconic filmic adaptation of Metropolis, in which he identifies the alignment at play between woman and 
machine: “Just as man invents and constructs technological artifacts which are to serve him and fulfill his 
desires, so woman, as she has been socially invented and constructed by man, is expected to reflect man’s 
needs and to serve her master.” See, Andreas Huyssen, “The Vamp and the Machine: Technology and 
Sexuality in Fritz Lang’s Metropolis,” New German Critique No 25, pp. 221-237, Duke University Press, 
New York, 1982
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 A century of cinema has depicted both feminized bodies as objects of desire and 

technology through a similarly gendered lens, contributing enormously to shared cultural 

constructs that continue into the development and delivery of technological products. Just as the 

act of looking is homogenized, in Laura Mulvey’s seminal arguments marking the gaze as 

traditionally coded masculine within cinema,  the design for most apparatuses of extension is 2

similarly influenced to this day, despite there being a multiplicity of subjectivities looking or 

buying. Although typically marketed and widely considered to be neutral in their design, tech 

tools are constructed from a limited standardization of this kind, directly extending the structures 

of power based on bodily identity that are present within and as a direct result of representation 

in media. Generated from investigations into the design process for commonplace computerized 

objects, interwoven histories of influence are revealed through this project. In these, a web of 

representations that are produced through repeated narratives in film have aligned our 

understandings of both agentic object-hood and the construction of gender expectations. Because 

popular films have long taught us that women are objects of use and desire, and advertisement 

 See, Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema.” Film Theory and Criticism. Eds. Leo 2

Braudy and Marshall Cohen. New York: Oxford UP, 1999: 833-44.
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has marked machine appliances with the same rhetorical code, it should come as no surprise that 

so many fictional and real robots are gendered feminine.  3

Personable Computers

Artificially  intelligent,  digital  beings,  intended  to  interact  with  millions  of  users,  are 

designed to replicate personhood and claim identities. However, their perpetual failure to truly do 

so  can  be  attributed  to  the  teams  that  build  them  and  their  essential  lack  of  complex 

understandings of layered identity. Major tech companies boast a priority to benefit as broad a 

consumer base as possible, yet effectively marginalize already historically othered groups. Bias 

is encoded into algorithmic systems that learn to detect correctness based on a given dataset of 

images and voices, which comprise the standard against which all others are measured. As digital 

mirrors to the cultures that construct them, their dangers are evidenced by their crucial inability 

to recognize differently accented voices or darker faces as qualities that render diverse bodies 

 Feminist media theorist Ellen Lupton’s work, focusing on the intersection of gendered machine design 3

and impacts on unequal labor systems, builds on Marshall McLuhan’s analyses of media and 
advertisement, sharing the title of her multi-modal project “The Mechanical Bride,” with his book by the 
same name. McLuhan’s piece in part addresses a link between technology and sex through ads that is 
embodied in public imaginations of the mechanical. Extending these reflections, Lupton draws attention 
to rhetorics in marketing and representation used to construct ingrained perspectives that align the 
feminized and otherwise othered body to service instruments. Key to her arguments is a critique of a 
multi-faceted form of fetishization that embeds mechanical products (and weapons) with magical powers, 
capable of extending the body, shifting culture autonomously, and supposedly relieving the burden of 
(feminized) labor by posing as a “substitute self with a mechanical body and brain.” For her, these forms 
of fetishization converge especially through ways that product design often links ideals of the feminine 
body to machines “making domestic appliances and office equipment into glamorous but hard-working 
brides themselves.” Reminding us that the word “computer” was originally used to describe human 
women performing clerical labor, Lupton’s 1993 work can be easily applied to contemporary 
relationships to personal computing systems. See, Ellen Lupton, Mechanical Brides: women and 
machines from home to office, New York: Cooper-Hewitt, National Museum of Design, Smithsonian 
Institution, 1993. See also, Marshall McLuhan. The mechanical bride: folklore of industrial man. New 
York: Vanguard Press. 1951.
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equally legible as human.  A homogenized perspective of user experiences, which produces these 4

design patterns, is a direct result of the commonly recognized and yet continued lack of diversity 

within  the  field  of  computer  science  in  general,  both  institutionally  and  in  their  relevant 

industries, such as A.I. software development.5

This project’s origins are locating in a commonly asked question with a multitude of 

proposed justifications: “Why is my iPhone’s voice feminine?” Nearly  all  contributions  to  the 

discourse on the choice to gender A.I.  tools depend entirely on the constructed limitation of 

gender  identity  as  a  binary  reality.  While  there  are  some  working  towards  queer  and  trans 

inclusion within the field,  the intersections between the digital and the gendered remain defined 6

 Engineer and social activist Joy Buolamwini, who calls herself a “poet of code,” is engaged in an effort 4

to combat the discrimination encoded into machine learning systems. Through lectures, community 
organizing, and founding the Algorithmic Justice League, she aims to highlight and solve issues of racism 
in tech by sharing personal experiences. Referencing scholar and poet Frantz Fanon’s 1952 work on the 
psychological effects of experiencing de-humanizing racism, “Black Skin White Masks,” Buolamwini 
recounts the first time she worked with facial recognition software. The program was only able to 
acknowledge that her dark features were a human face when they were covered by an actual white, plastic 
mask. Through this gesture, and by naming the form of looking that computer cameras are typically 
positioned to see from, “the coded gaze,” she is drawing direct connections from her effective, topical, 
and practical work to key figures of social justice theory. She has additionally written and performed a 
spoken word poem referencing Sojourner Truth entitle “A.I. Ain’t I A Woman.” See, Lohr, Steve. “Facial 
Recognition is Accurate if You're a White Guy.” New York Times. 2018. See also, Buolamwini, Joy. 
“How I’m Fighting Bias in Algorithms.” TED. 2016.

 See, Lightener, Renee. Molla, Rani. “Diversity in Tech.” The Wall Street Journal, 2016.5

 The general lack of both public discourse and scientific research in the field of A.I. that is inclusive to a 6

spectrum of gender identity is detailed in a 2018 dissertation written by University of Washington student, 
Os Keyes, titled “The Misgendering Machines:” In it, the computer science student provides a thorough 
account of the dangers that continued trans-exclusion in the development of automated machines poses to 
already marginalized groups and individuals. The piece, written for readers mainly in computer science 
fields, also offers a concise introduction to spectral gender performativity discourses in order to bridge the 
divides across sciences and humanities that contribute to the common lack of understanding. Gender 
inclusive and queer-focused research like Keyes’s will become increasingly pertinent as automated tools 
effect wider populations of users. See, Os Keyes, “The Misgendering Machines.” Proceedings of the 
ACM on Human-Computer Interaction 2, no. CSCW, 2018, 1–22.
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mainly by continued exclusion, misinformation, and contradiction.  If directly asked, each of the 7

most popular A.I. voice assistants claims, in their own programmed words, to be genderless. 

However, they do not deny that their manner, their voice, the entire expression of their being 

evokes femaleness by default. The continued oversimplification of gender as it relates to A.I. to a 

binary is especially confounding when acknowledging that by attributing a familiar, feminized, 

humanoid personhood to these machines, the bots are effectively performing gender. 

In this way, these robots happen paradoxically to participate in contemporary feminist 

discourse on gender as a form of performativity, and thus posses the fundamental capacity for a 

spectral range of possibility. As detailed in the critical works within this discourse, gender is 

produced through an endless process of replicating and reiterating constructed perceptions of 

correct  gender  expressions,  according to  a  set  of  standards.  These  imagined idealizations  of 

masculinity or femininity have been institutionally established based on how they support and 

perpetuate  the  hierarchal  systems  of  power  that  construct  them,  reified  through  continued 

patterns of representation in the imagery, objects, texts, and narratives we produce. By creating 

artificial representations of humanhood, requiring an application of gender identity in order to 

render them widely perceivable as such, A.I. companies possess an opportunity to disrupt the 

systematic ways that personhood is understood. However, by aligning these built identities with 

existing and often damaging representations of femininity, the industry only ever re-inscribes the 

binary gender structure. Many objects that are today ubiquitous draw direct influence form 

imaginary visions of a brighter future. However, by constructing objects for the imagined future 

 As a particularly disappointing example, a Stanford research team claims to have programmed an A.I. 7

Gay-Dar, a result of both dangerously oversimplified understandings of gender and sexuality, and what 
seems to be an excuse for two ignorant young men to root their leaned prejudices in supposedly scientific 
certainty. See, Wang, Yilun, and Michal Kosinski. 2017. “Deep Neural Networks Are More Accurate 
Than Humans at Detecting Sexual Orientation from Facial Images.” Stanford University. September 7 
2018
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that only extend attitudes of the past, both the products we use and the stories they are influenced 

by contain the potential for disruption, yet routinely replicate the way gender is structured within 

each others’ contexts.  8

 As frequently proposed by many who have investigated justifications  for  the  choice  to 

gender popular A.I.  products,  their common qualities seem to extend a formula produced by 

representations of robotic beings in fiction. In fact, companies that produce these tools routinely 

cite  well  known A.I.  units  from Science Fiction film as  major  influences  on the  ways their 

programs are modeled.  In popular news reports probing the act of gendering our products, HAL 9

9000, the male-performing, murderous sentient computer villain in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A 

Space Odyssey often gets pitted against Samantha, the distinctly female, helpful and sensitive 

personal assistant program in Spike Jonze’s Her.  This comparison epitomizes the simplistic 10

view within which the industry works to produce tools that align with supposedly appropriate 

 Some scholars of the field have argued that we are in fact imposing barriers of limitation onto our 8

creations by consistently attributing humanhood to the machines that we build, as a means of relating 
closely to them. By assigning A.I. a human name and female voice, forcing their actions to be palatable, 
we are restricting the potential of an unfathomably powerful computing system to what we are all already 
capable of achieving. See, Young, Josie. “Why We Need to Design Feminist A.I.” TEDxLondon, January 
7, 2019. 

 In one of the earliest news articles reporting on the phenomenon of Gendered A.I. with relation to voice 9

assistant tools, released only weeks after the debut of the first generation of Apple’s Siri, HAL 9000 is 
specifically named by the industry executives interviewed as a reason to avoid gendering A.I. male. In it, 
arguments are also made that the choice to gender bots female, while acknowledging their perpetuation of 
bias about subservience, is in fact not an indication of sexism on behalf the parent company. Thankfully, 
the role that companies play in perpetuating sexism via complacency is frequently highlighted by most 
publications to follow. See, Griggs, Brandon. “Why Computer Voices Are Mostly Female.” CNN. Cable 
News Network, October 21, 2011.

 In her report on the justifications made for gendering voice assistants, Nicklesburg provides a list of 10

potential filmic influences to the design process. In addition to naming the characters HAL 9000 and 
Samantha as ideal representations of a male vs. female depiction of either “malevolent” or “subservient” 
machines, she sites Ava from Ex-Machina, as well as The Stepford Wives as informative figurations of 
powerful sentient beings. See, Nickelsburg, Monica. “Why Is AI Female? How Our Ideas about Sex and 
Service Influence the Personalities We Give Machines.” GeekWire, November 27, 2017.
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depictions  of  gender  expression.  The  role  of  voice  assistants  is  to  be  supportive  and  never 

domineering.  Thus,  Siri  is  feminized  because  robots  in  movies  that  are  granted  qualities  of 

dominance,  authority,  and  aggression  are  nearly  always  gendered  male,  while  fem-bots  are 

deemed suitable for service and pleasure. The direct tie that our voice assistants have to familiar 

tropes of the SciFi genre provide crucial insight about the impact their typical performances of 

womanhood have on our relationships to them. 

The  roles  that  repetitive  characterizations  of  humanoid  machines  play  within  their 

narratives  are  dictated  in  many ways  by  their  assigned gender.  Robotic  figures,  like  human 

characters, are gauged for their morality within fiction in a process of regulation. Their virtue, 

and therefore ability to serve as a role model, is often produced by how closely their expressions 

within their assigned gender category conform to or diverge from expected cultural norms. A 

traditional perception of femininity, its ideals and an imagined innate deviance that has come to 

be  associated  with  it,  have  been  constructed  to  support  and  preserve  patriarchy.  Thus,  how 

womanhood,  femaleness,  and  non-maleness  have  come  to  be  understood  has  not  been  self 

defined,  except  in  the  ways  that  its  associated  deviance  is  in  fact  evidence  of  power  and 

resilience that are core to femininity and queerness.  Despite claiming to be genderless, because 11

Siri,  Cortana,  and  Alexa  are  made  to  reinforce  gendered  expectations  of  subservience  and 

complacency that are produced through patterns in fictional representation, they are encoded as 

trustworthy  and  non-threatening.  Rather  than  an  imagined  fear  of  their  potential  for  super-

 Consistent and tireless disruption of the imposed system that means to marginalize and subordinate 11

particular groups are rendered justification for their oppression. Emi Koyama’s Transfeminist theory 
holds the assertion that people who do not occupy the given and established categories of identity, such as 
a dualistic, heteronormative gender binary, but instead live between and beyond them (that live in the 
“borderland”) hold a unique power of disruption, whose continued exclusion itself is evidence of the 
threat they pose to normative structures of power, control, and the status quo. See, Koyama, Emi. “Whose 
Feminism is it Anyway? The Unspoken Racism of the Trans Exclusion Debate.” Trans Studies Reader. 
New York: Routledge 2004.
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intelligence or super-strength that is typical of Science Fiction figurations of masculine robotic 

units,  the danger of real A.I.  figures lies in their fundamental lack of complexity, and in the 

power that they are already granted.

Artificial Intellectuals

Just as the design of common, mechanical tools is not as neutral a process as we are often 

lead to believe, fantasies of control on which the computing industry is built loom ominously 

behind our daily digital  encounters.  Though currently manifesting in the helpful,  subservient 

voices  emitting  from  our  cell  phones,  fields  of  discourse  surrounding  the  development  of 

Artificial Intelligence are built on exploitative projects of expansionism. Through a look at these 

foundational ideologies, voice assistance are revealed as the latest expression of endeavors to 

extend the self indefinitely and without limitation, an individualistic idealization of technological 

enhancement rooted deeply in fiction.

In the conflated techno-spiritual project of developing power apparatuses towards an 

omnipotent degree, a contradictory relationship develops, in which technological artifacts begin 

to occupy a robotic reality between instrumentalized object-hood and agentic subject-hood. The 

pursuit to develop technologies towards a moment in which they render their creators super-

powerful is a fantasy about reflecting mankind’s prowess in its constructions. Though, in life as 

in film, machines that are too powerful remain an othered threat. Drone warfare, Blockchain 

currency systems, A.I. Twitter bots are granted a sense of agency as if they had been magically 

enlivened, a gesture that removes their maker or their controller from being accountable for their 

effects. In her 1965 essay, “The Imagination of Disaster,” Susan Sontag defines Science Fiction 

as a formulaic genre, where technology out of control is figured as a catastrophic monster/villain, 
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allegorical of cultural fears.  In the works of early SciFi cinema she addresses, plot lines often 12

develop into efforts to kill Them! before they kill us.  However, destruction of these creations 13

would be to denounce their power and by extension that of their creator. The only way to subdue 

the ever-growing anxiety that the creation will overcome and outpace the creator in their abilities 

is through a fantasy of transcendence beyond the otherwise ever-present threat of death 

altogether, achieved miraculously by a merger between the self and its manifestations. This is the 

compensation fantasy that contributes largely to our lived experiences with machines.  

 This transcendent union is actively imagined by academic and industry leaders as the sure 

destiny of our relationship to machines, a narrative about retaining existing power structures in 

perpetuity that sounds like either Techromancy  or the Book of Revelations but is an ideology 14

that actively guides the development of computer science. Popularized by politically reactionary 

manifestoes in the early 1990’s, a surrounding library of speculatory research, as well as fictional 

concepts within film and literature, the fear of an impending Technological Singularity is built 

out of traditions of masculinist fantasies of hyper-independence. Stories such as those by Marc 

Steigler  and Buckminster Fuller  have inspired foundational texts of Futurist discourses such 15 16

 See, Sontag, Susan, Against Interpretation and Other Essays, “The Imagination of Disaster,” New 12

York, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1964. 

 Here I refer to the 1954 movie by this title, seeing it as an example of bio-technical malfunctions being 13

figured as a destructive monster that must be taken down.

 Techromancy is a theme in fantasy and Science Fiction where a magical ability can manipulate 14

mechanical artifacts such as weaponry or computer systems

 “The Gentle Seduction” has been very influential to Singularity discourse. See, Stiegler, Marc. The 15

Gentle Seduction. New York, NY: Baen Books, distributed by Simon & Schuster. 1990.

 Much of his multidisciplinary work has impacted Futurist discourses, including even his fiction 16

writing. Concepts of “ephemeralization,” featured his novel “Nine Chains to the Moon,” have been 
explicitly cited as support claims for the eventual transcendence beyond material and into virtual reality. 
See, Fuller, R. Buckminster Nine Chains to the Moon: An Adventure Story of Thought (First ed.). 
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1938.
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as Vernor Vinge’s 1993 doctrine  and Ray Kutzweil’s ongoing catalog of postulation,  which 17 18

have shaped a powerful culture of cyberlibertarian Post-Humanists.  

 Based in dramatic visions and pretentious claims, an expectation is generated of the 

eventual Singularitarian moment, an ultimate fusion of man and machine that will render life as 

we know it obsolete and future beings omni-powerful. Multiple imagined manifestations exist 

within a web of discourses predicting the occasion at which computers are developed to a state of  

“intelligence” that renders them just as, if not more powerful than the humans who built them. 

Here, scenarios include the emergence of computerized beings that have either been bestowed 

with or have independently developed a humanoid sentience. The eminent ubiquity of such 

beings, as is frequently foretold, is viewed as simultaneously threatening and thrilling, producing 

dissonance within much of the discourse that also aligns robotics engineers as close to god-like 

ability. Whether as a preparatory measure in sight of an oncoming robot army, or as a fetishistic 

dream of embodied power, an ambiguous desire to merge with machines also comprises a large 

field of this project. This is illustrated in fantasies of transcendence beyond mere humanness, 

either via physical, bodily extension into cyborg-hood or through an immaterialist detachment of 

consciousness from the body, uploaded to digital networks of enhanced cognitive existence. 

Despite its many conflicting conditions, the Singularity is confidently prophesied as a single, 

dramatic Event Horizon moment, insinuating the urgent relevance of AI research and 

 See, Vinge, Vernor. "The Coming Technological Singularity: How to Survive in the Post-Human Era", 17

in Vision-21: Interdisciplinary Science and Engineering in the Era of Cyberspace, G. A. Landis, ed., 
NASA Publication CP-10129, pp. 11–22, 1993. 

 Titles of Kurtzweil’s include The Age of Spiritual Machines. See, Kurzweil, Ray The Age of Spiritual 18

Machines: When Computers Exceed Human Intelligence. New York: Penguin. 1999.
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preparedness strategies for the impending Robocalypse,  the Rapture of the Nerds.  19 20

 Discourses that surround a prediction that A.I. will progress beyond human intelligence, 

requiring us to join in unity with it in order to survive, have been ongoing for over a century of 

false promises, supposedly rationalized by a sense of inevitability. Every few decades, someone 

predicts that in another couple of decades, order will be reset in a revolutionary moment, taken 

over by the threateningly powerful technology that is emerging at the time, and each time they 

are wrong. These claims are often unspecific, communicating mainly the sure eventuality that it 

will happen quickly, so we must be prepared. Such assertions are based entirely on various, 

theorized principles of continuous acceleration, or the exponentially rapid evolution of 

technology.  These accelerationist principles are dependent on an oversimplified understanding 21

of intelligence that conflates the many facets of intelligent existence down to calculable 

algorithmic processes. Brains are treated like computers and bodies like a clock. That’s why 40 

 Nick Bostrom, for example, author of Superintellegence, and founder of the Future of Humanity 19

Institute at Oxford has gone so far as to argue that climate change is not as costly an existential threat as 
AI’s potential to expand out of control. Here, futurist discourse can be seen as actively contributing to 
misinformation and distraction from the the most urgent environmental and political set of issues that face 
any of us, claiming that a coming Terminator-like robot apocalypse is a more urgent, ethical dilemma. 
See, Aaron. “Our Science Fiction Apocalypse.” Salon. 2014. See also, Bostrom, Nick. Superintelligence: 
Paths, Dangers, Stratagies. Oxford University Press. 2016

 This is the title of a 2012 novel that parodies a Singularity scenario. See, Doctorow, Cory, and Charles 20

Stross. The Rapture of the Nerds. Tor Books, NY, 2012

 “Moore’s Law”  is the most commonly cited principle of this nature, seeming to suggest the certain 21

eventual expansion of technology exponentially. It can also be understood as merely an attempt to 
generalize and identify a trend, like a fashion trend, based on the statistical evidence that the number of 
transistors on a circuit board doubles in a patterned way over time, a trend that has slowed down since 
that claim was made at the turn of the millennium. Other imagined justifications for accelerationist logic 
include Henry Adam’s “Law of Acceleration” and Buckminster Fuller’s (fictional) concept of 
“ephemeralization.” Each of these are cited by Kurzweil as informing his essay on the “Law of 
Accelerated Returns,” the second paragraph of which promises the reader the eventual earnings of 40 
trillion dollars upon their true understanding of the text. See, Moore, Gordon E. "Cramming more 
components onto integrated circuits" (PDF). intel.com. Electronics Magazine. 197. See also, Fuller, 
Buckminster, Nine Chains to the Moon: An Adventure Story of Thought. See also, Kurzweil, Ray, The 
Age of Spiritual Machines: When Computers Exceed Human Intelligence
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years and 40 billion dollars later, all we have show for it is a robotic arm that can twist the lid off 

a peanut butter jar and eerily specific targeted ads.  Author of the Pulitzer-wining “classic tome” 22

on consciousness Godel Escher Bach,  Douglas Hofstadter has criticized Ray Kurtweil’s 23

popular predictions about the eminent Singularity as inscrutable. He’s called them “a very bizarre 

mixture” of brilliance and nonsense, “as if you took a lot of very good food and some dog 

excrement and blended it all up so that you can't possibly figure out what's good or bad.”   24

 Unrealistic as it may seem, these works have been enormously influential, shaping the 

world that we are currently coping with. The entire zeitgeist and ethos of today’s internet have 

been in many ways defined by the politics, claims, philosophies, and utopian visions of these 

manifestos. Billionaires like Peter Theil and Elon Musk are accumulating an unending flow of 

wealth because they truly believe that the technologies they develop will allow them to live on 

forever. Futurist ideologies guiding their investments have contributed enormously to both 

policymaking and entire fields of research. These include re-invigorated project of space travel, 

robot-apocalypse prediction and preparedness departments now present at every major 

 Various schools of machine learning exist, all claiming to know the ideal way to train a computer to 22

function like a real human brain, though many within the field are skeptical that it will ever be possible. 
“People worry that computers will get too smart and take over the world, but the real problem is that 
they’re too stupid and they’ve already taken over the world.” Author and educator in the field of A.I. 
research, Melanie Mitchell has this to say about an imagined impending robot takeover. In the title of her 
2018 New York Times article, “Artificial Intelligence Hits the Barrier of Meaning,” she makes reference 
to a question “famously” posed by influential mathematician and philosopher Gian-Carlo Rota, first 
published in his impactful work  Indiscrete Thoughts (1996). Boasted to be on the verge of surpassing 
human capabilities, this work highlights “understanding,” or the ability to draw associations based on 
experience and a perception of context in order to grasp the broader implications of processes and 
transmissions as the key quality that machines will forever lack. See, Mitchell, Melanie. “Artificial 
Intelligence Hits the Barrier of Meaning.” New York Times. 2018. 
See also, Gian-Carlo Rota. Indiscrete Thoughts. Birkhäuser Boston. 1996

 See, Hofstadter, Douglas R. Gödel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden Braid. NY, Basic Books 197923

 See, Pensky, Nathan. “Ray Kurzweil Is Wrong: The Singularity Is Not Near.” Pando, 201424
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technology institution, as well as industries devoted to techno-immortalization.  All of these, 25

and even Siri, are direct extensions of Singularity discourses of immortality acquired though 

entitled exploitation of resources and environments, of paranoid defensive projects of toxic 

masculinity seeking prosthetic ruggedization as compensation.  26

Imagined Futures

Donna Haraway’s fascinating and confounding 1984 work of Socialist Feminist poetical 

theorizing, “The Cyborg Manifesto,” addresses the many manifestations of the fantasy to infuse 

the organic with the mechanical to emblemize an ideological vision of the future. Throughout it, 

she identifies the cyborg as a critical site for simultaneous possibility and limitation. She 

proposes the possibility she sees within the cyborg as an intersectionalizing, complicating, 

imaginatory figure, through which we can view and reach liberation by breaking apart old and 

rebuilding new associations between people and the world that are generative and accountable. 

She juxtaposes this perspective with a more familiar relationship between man and machine, like 

the ones found in Singularity discourse, that she describes in multiple, colorful figures: “an 

illegitimate offspring of militarism and patriarchal capitalism,” “a caricature of the masculinist 

reproductive dream,” and “the awful apocalyptic telos of the ‘West’s’ escalating dominations of 

abstract individuation, an ultimate self untied at last from all dependency, a man in space.” 

Through these opposing mythologies of the cyborg, Haraway pits freedom against the 

 Specialized firms as well as major tech companies like Google are spending millions of dollars on 25

finding ways to extend life indefinitely through technological apparatuses including uploading digital 
representations of people into holograms and literal blood transplants from young and healthy individuals

 Gun culture, car culture, encryption culture, and eugenics could all be read through this basic lens.26
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domination she attributes to the historical and representational forms of power wielded over 

those positioned as the other, such as nature and women, via the technological. In such a 

juxtaposition, she seeks to complicate a gendered binary, dismantling the barriers for possible 

modes of human/mechanical synthesis.   27

 As an extension of Haraway’s seminal discourse, this project is concerned with 

identifying significant moments in the history of robotic imagery that have contributed to 

associations that reflect constructed expectations for the ways that humans relate to each other 

and our built environment. In preparing this research, I sought insight into the spiral of back and 

forth influence generated between Science Fiction and our scientific reality. Here I probe 

narratives that have come to bridge the ambiguous line between truth and fiction, narratives that 

both the genre and the contemporary computer industry are based on. This project is a 

deconstruction of such figurative structures with an intention to recognize modes for their 

disruption as well as opportunities to build futures with equity and responsibility from their parts. 

 In each chapter, pairs of films are aligned based on their linked characterizations of 

robotic figures. Patterns or contrasts between them reflect the gendered power dynamics that 

drive their narratives. Each film illustrates a conflation of fantasies and fears that are imbedded 

deeply in the cannon of Western storytelling, garnering new relevance in the lived experiences 

that reflect their influence today. Allegorically expressed in any attempt to artificially construct a 

life form, the unending techno-extension of the self is revealed as acutely gendered, manifesting 

as an endeavor to produce life without a mother, or in the long-fantasized, masculinist dream to 

construct the perfect woman, obedient, nurturing, and built to an imagined perfection. 

 See, Haraway, Donna, "A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late 27

Twentieth Century,” New York, Routledge, 1984
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 The first of three chapters, Body, addresses ways that gendered relationships to machines 

are often reflected in the filmic treatment of a feminine robot. Here, Fritz Lang’s Metropolis is 

marked as an origin point for films that depict a Mad Scientist constructing a feminized figure. 

Bookended by the 2015 film, Ex Machina, this shared narrative is analyzed for the ways its 

cultural significance has shifted across decades of film and technological advancement. In either 

scenario, the agency granted to a robotic woman incites chaos to established systems of 

patriarchal order. However, the source of villainy within both films remains ambiguous. 

 Chapter Two is titled Voice and brings focus to disparate characterizations of supposedly 

disembodied robotic beings, represented mainly by their voice emission. Extending the 

comparison frequently cited in analyses of Siri’s gender identity, this chapter marks Her as the 

latest incarnation of a super-intelligent computerized assistant that Stanley Kubrick and Arthur C. 

Clarke imagined in 2001: A Space Odyssey. The robotic units in these two films are addressed 

for the ways that complex gendered power dynamics are reflected in their representations of 

villainy or heroism. In either, an immaterialist denial of the body results in cognitive distortion. 

 The final chapter, Spirit, highlights the many ways that expressions of scientific mastery 

mirror figurations of magical or religious ideologies. Employing an ecofeminist lens, I begin to 

unpack the ways these play out institutionally, dependent always on exploitation of 

environments, manipulated to facilitate unlimited extension of the self. Here, I analyze the ways 

this is illustrated by differing representations of prosthetic bodily enhancement within the Star 

Wars and Mad Max films. This comparison reveals modes that cyborg representation can open 

possibilities for figurations of gender and machine that are liberatory, and do not rely on 

established structures of power and agency to function.  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Chapter One:  

Body

 The very first fictional depiction of robots as we know them today imbued a century of 

imagery with visions of mastering the technological, as well as their failures. The term robot was 

first used as the name for a set of mechanical servants in Karel Čapek’s 1921 play, R.U.R., or 

Rossumovi Univerzální Roboti (Rossum's Universal Robots). The sentient machines in this story 

are so organic-seeming that they can be mistaken for humans, much like a replicant.  Mass 28

produced to alleviate human life from undesirable tasks, the bots quickly overpower their 

creators, replacing human-kind in every way, and are left to rebuild a civilization of their own. 

Helped by his brother, Čapek drew the title for his widely popular play from the Czech word 

Robata, meaning forced labor. With the success of R.U.R, the outspoken playwright became 

famous and was notoriously hunted by the Gestapo for the liberal views he promoted through his 

literature. With its origins in a political allegory of control, obedience, and servitude taken too 

far, the word robot and its many subsequent variations have been embedded with implications of 

slavery and violent revolt. 

 Before Rossum’s Robots, a human-like mechanical object, constructed to perform a 

specific function was called an automaton throughout Western culture. Referring to both a 

 A Replicant is the name given to the hyper-realistic android units that populate the universe within 28

Philip K. Dick’s Do Robots Dream of Electric Sheep, which became the basis for the 1987(?) film, Blade 
Runner. The term has since come to describe a type of robotic humanoid figure that can be easily 
mistaken for a live being. See, Ridley Scott, Vangelis, and. Dick, Philip K. Blade Runner. Warner 
Brothers, Burbank 1982. See also, Dick, Philip K. Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? Garden City, 
N.Y.: Doubleday. 1968.
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centuries old history of real life units and an interrelated legacy of fictional creations going back 

millennia, such figures were nearly always constructed to at once represent the mechanical 

genius of their creators and to be of service to them. The oldest examples are discoverable in 

ancient Greek stories, such as Hephaestus’s giant bronze servant warrior, Talos, and Pygmalion’s 

beautiful, animated statue turned lover, Galatea. With such origins, the creator-created 

relationship of an automated being has nearly always been that of control and subordination, 

while at the same time that of dependency and devotion. Additionally, stories of this kind have 

also typically associated this relationship with sorcery, producing an idealization of an all 

powerful inventor-magician with god-like capabilities of creation. 

 Feats of actual automaton construction likewise align with these patterns, while also 

embedding such figures with the role of keeping order. Popular as novelty showpieces, reaching 

peak attention in 18th-century European aristocracy, figures like automatons were built to 

embellish and personify mechanical tools for keeping time and performing, according to a given 

sequence. Typical incarnations of such units include enchantingly whimsical entertainment 

machines such as mechanical musicians, bell strikers, or fortune tellers, designed to inspire awe 

at their abilities, despite their relatively straightforward function of sequential repetition.  As the 29

terminology for mechanical humanoid units has evolved from automaton to robot, simultaneous 

and contradictory implications have been carried with it. While at once functioning as sources of 

mystical enchantment and engineering marvel, expressions of advanced technology and a 

 A common role of automaton as a timekeeper is reflected in bellstrikers, a more complex cuckoo clock 29

featuring intricate figurines. The oldest operating animated clock figures accompany another icon of 
Czech artistry: the multi-faced astronomical clocktower, or Orloj in Prague. First built in 1410, four 
representations of vanity, greed, lust, and death, as well as all twelve Apostles perform at every hour to a 
dense and captivated audience crowded below to this day. 
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testament to their creator’s power, these units are equally symbolic of inferiority, servitude, and a 

need to maintain systems of control and the uniform regularity of a perfect clock.  

 As the world rapidly modernized, common attitudes towards mechanical laborers shifted 

from wonderment to worry, a symptom of the industrial age that is reflected in the literature of 

the time.  Collective reactions to the new reality’s many changes prompted American and 30

European writers to express these fears in works that would come to define the Science Fiction 

genre. As frequent depictions of humanoid machines in these works became a popular reflection 

of cultural anxieties, their cultural significance as sources of awe and celebration shifted to a fear 

of technology progressing out of control, ultimately threatening to end human life. In this way, 

the SciFi genre has from its origins inherently linked Modernity to a fear of the loss of 

humanness, usurped by the mechanical: cold, metallic, unfeeling.  3132

 Though mechanical bodies in fiction and reality had for centuries been assigned human-

like identifiers such as gender in order to familiarize them, some argue that it was this 

modernizing moment that literature began to disproportionately feature feminized machines. 

According to author Andreas Huyssen, “as soon as the machine came to be perceived as 

 Detailing the historical context of the shift in perspective of an automated person, as it was reflected in 30

fiction, Andreas Huyssen concludes that with the “systematic introduction of laboring machines, which 
propelled the industrial revolution,” this very moment marks when “the android is no longer seen as 
testimony to the genius of mechanical invention; it rather becomes a nightmare, a threat to human life.” 
See, Huyssen, Andreas, “The Vamp and the Machine: Technology and Sexuality in Fritz Lang’s 
Metropolis,” New German Critique No 25, pp. 221-237, Duke University Press, New York, 1982

 See, Sontag, Susan, Against Interpretation and Other Essays, “Imagined Disasters,” New York, Farrar, 31

Straus and Giroux, 1964. 

 Themes around labor and power are found in even playful depictions of an automated person that 32

immediate predate R.U.R. helped to define what a robot is and represents. Among them there is “The 
Steam Man of the Prairies,” a short story by Edward S. Ellis published in 1868 and "TikTok," a 
mechanical character from Frank Baum's Oz book series, appearing first in Ozma of Oz in 1907. Being 
steam powered and built to perform labor for other peoples, these two figures are early examples of 
Science Fiction reflections of anxieties about the mechanical age.
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demonic,” fears of a loss of control via the technological were regularly mapped onto a “long 

standing tradition” of “the male fear of female sexuality.” In his 1982 essay, “The Vamp and the 

Machine,” the German film critic addresses the significance of gendered power dynamics that he 

identifies as intrinsic to understanding the full scope of relevance held by significant works of 

early Science Fiction. Through his analysis of the seminal film, Fritz Lang’s 1927 Metropolis, 

adapted from Thea von Harbou’s novel, he offers an alternative and more thorough 

understanding to the work than the decades of responses previous. Huyssen’s analysis of 

influences surrounding the very first robot in film provides a lens for examining a century of 

narratives to follow, which foregrounds nuanced relationships that depictions of technology have 

to social constructions of sexuality and gender.  33

 Aligning the perceived threat associated with both technology and womanhood, the essay  

describes their inherent connection, each invented and constructed in order to serve patriarchal 

control as a “quasi-natural extension of man’s natural abilities.” Such an alignment is reflected in 

the fiction that begat the SciFi genre as well as in responses to the real and fictional constructions 

to follow, where “woman, nature, [and] machine had become a mesh of significations which all 

had one thing in common: otherness; by their very existence they raised fears and threatened 

male authority and control.” Though imagined narratives of the future of technology seem to 

reflect a celebration of progress, Science Fiction typically makes clear the historical use of 

techno-masculine power to maintain the status quo. 

 Gender is assigned to both figurative and existing robotic beings according to the function 

they are intended to perform, in order to either replicate or reject traditionally masculine or 

 See, Huyssen, Andreas, “The Vamp and the Machine: Technology and Sexuality in Fritz Lang’s 33

Metropolis,” New German Critique No 25, pp. 221-237, Duke University Press, New York, 1982
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feminine attributes and duties. In her seminal essay “A Cyborg Manifesto,” Donna Haraway says 

“Cyborg imagery can suggest a way out of the maze of dualisms in which we have explained our 

bodies and our tools to ourselves.” Her imagined possibility for a better and more liberated future 

for the historically subordinated “means both building and destroying machines, identities, 

categories, relationships, spaces, stories,” in order to open the space up for new ones that serve 

them better. However, so far, this has not exactly been the case for either real or fictional 

cyborgs.  Just as tropes repeat throughout Science Fiction film and advertisement, filled with 34

visions of a new and different future something pedaled as an advanced and necessary fix to one 

of life’s numerous human-created problems, only rarely promote anything actually or 

substantially new at all. In fact, as evidenced by the incalculable ways that machines continue to 

fail at performing their proposed function of progress, not only do they nearly always reenforce 

and perpetuate, they exacerbate the problems they were intended to fix.  Although they are 35

projected to exist beyond our present and familiar existence, robotic machines that are figured in 

reality or imagined through fiction rarely ever contradict patterns of imagined normalcy. Because 

repeated imagery in popular media produces cultural expectations of how subjects should ideally 

exist in the world, the same is true for our perception of a robotic unit and its role within our 

constructed realities. The significance of gender in these representations lies in how closely 

 See, Haraway, Donna, "A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late 34

Twentieth Century,”  NY, Routledge, 1984

 In one example of the seemingly constant stream of news breaking, Amazon created an algorithmic tool 35

intended to fix its long-criticized problems with non-inclusive hiring. But in an absurdly simple oversight, 
the machine effectively perpetuated, if not exaggerated the problems. Provided only with an input 
consisting of the resumes of current and past successful employees, the products of the existing 
problematic system, the program began to discriminate based on gender. The very fact that those who 
were hired in the old system were the standard against which potential new hires were judged negated the 
premise for the tech itself. This problem went unrealized in the testing process for years, somehow. 
See, Jones, Rett. “Amazon's Secret AI Hiring Tool Reportedly 'Penalized' Resumes With the Word 
‘Women’s.” Gizmodo. 2018.
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humanoid figures align or how far they diverge from an imagined human correctness. Reflected 

within nearly all fictional depictions of a human-machine relationship is a dissonant struggle to 

determine who has power over whom, often manifesting in a projection of fear onto the threat of 

the other. The symbol of the robot bride, a particular expression of hyper-masculine visions of 

the ultimate extension of self through the technological, for example, is echoed throughout robot-

centric narratives in Science Fiction film, taking on new significance as technologies advance. 

The Mad/Man Scientist and the Machine-Woman

 Two significant exemplifications of the Science Fiction Robot Film, which embody layered 

themes of dominance and resistance that have been embedded in these terms since their origins, 

also contain representations of the troubled fantasies of creation intrinsic to the genre. These 

depict parallel interpretations of a relationship between an inventor and his creations, and the 

implications made by a scientist enacting dreams of god-like power in order to manifest an ideal 

of a person and an ideal lover. In analyzing Fritz Lang’s 1927 icon of German Expressionist film 

Metropolis, alongside Alex Garland’s 2014 version of this scenario, Ex Machina, connections 

can be drawn from across nearly one hundred years of envisioning the future of machines as they 

relate to creation, destruction, power, and servitude. In placing these two related works in 

conversation with one another, I do not intend to hold them up as equals on the highest plane of 

quality or cultural significance, but to illustrate their innate connection. The more recent film is a 

beneficiary of the rich filmic legacy set by the iconic original, each possesses powerful modes of 

addressing continuously relevant concerns. A culturally modernizing idealization of perpetual 

progress is figured in both of these narratives as an expressions of male dominance over the 
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world through a mastery and wielding of science. Whether through a stylized, pre-war, German 

allegory picturing the threat of modernity as a monstrous machine, or through an eerie depiction 

of the dangerous normalization of powerful technologies in the American present, the female 

robot functions in the same way. Each film powerfully addresses the construction of a feminized 

robotic being becomes a confounding symbol for an effort to maintain order by her patriarchal 

creator, an attempt which ultimately collapses into chaos when this figure is granted agency. 

 Each filmic representation of a robotic woman links the way that the female body is treated 

like tech within patriarchal hierarchies of order. In them, the Mad Scientist character acts as an 

archetypal figuration of the scientifically constructed man's world. Commonly heralded as the 

holy mother of robots in film, to which all others are in some way indebted, Lang’s depiction of a 

feminized machine, Maria, holds a multitude of symbolic messages, prescribing proper roles 

within boundaries of citizenship and gender. On the brink of total unrest, the fictional industrial 

city of the future, Metropolis, is divided starkly in a direct expression of Marx’s theory of 

alienation between a large working class and the wealthy elite, whose prosperity has been built 

upon the exploitation of laborers. Maria, played by Bridgitte Helm, is figured as a modest and 

radiant prophet. She holds secret, ritual gatherings in the catacombs deep below the already 

underground workers’ city, brings hope to the downtrodden. Fearful of a brewing revolt, the 

city’s oligarch, Johan Fredersen, played by Alfred Abel, commands the mysterious inventor, 

Rotwang, played by Rudolf Klein-Rogge to intervene and destroy the workers’ trust in Maria.  

 The crazed scientist, obsessed with resurrecting his lost love in a new form, entraps Maria 

in his haunting and fantastical laboratory, an inverted pentagram on the wall suggesting that 

something more than scientific and less than holy is at work in this chamber. In a faint blur, 
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casting an ethereal essence, sits his greatest invention: a replacement for the human service 

worker. Resting statue-like, high on an electronic throne, emitting a web of glowing wire 

tentacles, is a feminized robotic figure; steely and geometric, the image of a medieval suit of 

armor, constructed in an art deco style is conjured by what he names “The Mechanical Man.” 

Employing his entangled collection of gleaming, ambiguous instruments, Maria’s soul and image 

are bewitched, replicated, and cast into the inventor’s mechanical doll, transforming it into her 

evil twin. The clone of Maria seems to be her opposite and a representation of the most 

deplorable behaviors of a woman and a member of society. Frantic and garish, she is sent into the 

city to seduce the elite into sin and the masses into revolt. An attempted coup backfires to 

catalyze a catastrophic uprising of the labor class against the factory mechanisms that enslaved 

them, threatening total ruination of the city and its inhabitants. 

 Repeated imagery throughout the film of chasing, struggling, and entrapping Maria define 

without subtlety the inventor’s nature and that of his work as predatory. Rotwang’s 

characterization as both deranged and brilliant is essential to what has come to be recognizable 

as a Mad Scientist, typical of Science Fiction narratives involving extreme acts of science taken 

too far. Rothwang’s manipulation and exploitation of Maria’s body is a means of imposing 

dominance over her as a response to the power that she has over men, a representation of the 

threat that subordinated masses pose to the benefiting class. In Metropolis, the class critique at 

play is mapped onto the figure of woman and then linked to technology, where, as Huyssen 

describes, the “fear of threatening technology which oppresses workers is displaced and 
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reconstructed as the threat female sexuality poses to men.”  The most significant intersection of 36

the film’s themes lies in the inherent connection between the political and gendered implication 

of this narrative, rather than their distinction from each other, a connection visible through 

interpretations of the creator-created relationship. 

 Though typically pitted against each other in critiques of the film, the characterization of 

the two versions of Maria does not represent a binary of correct and incorrect womanhood, but in 

fact reflects the dissonant modes by which gender correctness is culturally determined. Rather 

than reinforcing the combative relationship that is often imposed onto women in two extremes, 

the “‘good,’ asexual virgin,” and the “‘evil’ sexual vamp,” she is at once a Madonna/Whore  

figure simultaneously. This dyad of the two Marias, as well as her aligned role within the 

narrative, reflect the ways that each seeming polarity actually functions the same way: 

manufactured as a means to justify masculine superiority perpetually threatened by the power of 

the feminine other. Whether as the virginal prophet who is enchanting the poor, or as the chaotic 

witch who ensues disaster, Maria poses the same threat to order. It is due to this threat that 

Rotwang feels compelled to subdue her, where, according to Huyssen, “in a complicated 

chemical and electrical process he filters her sexuality out of her and projects it onto the lifeless 

robot who then comes alive as the vamp Maria. The sexuality of the vamp is thus the sexuality of 

the real woman Maria transformed by a process of male projections onto the machine.” In her 

 In his essay, Huyssen lays out the historical context of an additional layer of gendered associations at 36

play within the film, which manifests in the imagery of a manic crowd of workers’ wives who seem to set 
the ongoing riot into a new phase of chaos during the revolution sequence. He points out that within 
literature and popular imagery of the time, “in the presentation of proletarian women the themes of 
revolution and threatening sexuality are consistently interwoven.” Thus, not only in addition to but when 
compounded with the power of the Vamp Maria, all women poses a threat to order according to 
figurations within the film. See, Huyssen, Pg. 232
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unique extension through the technological, this figuration speaks to the multivalence that is 

intrinsic to the construction and expression of womanhood. 

 It is only when this merger is undone that order begins to be restored in the city of 

Metropolis. It is during the machine Maria’s demise, burned at the stake by the very mob that she 

incited, that her femininity is “exorcised” from the lifeless robotic body. For the robot Maria to 

fulfill her role within the film, she needed to destroyed. The threat of the technological needed to 

be embodied as a “witch-machine” in order to achieve a figurative satisfaction in man’s ability to 

ultimately tame both woman and machine.   37

 In a puzzling conclusion to follow this scene, the conflict of the film is suddenly and 

supposedly resolved with a reluctant handshake, an empty promise of a better future, mediated 

by Fredersen’s son Freder, (Gustav Frölick). Sympathetic to the workers and the real Maria’s 

beloved turned rescuer, Freder is figured as some sort of savior for the city. We are left with 

somewhat opposing messages: revolution is not a true reflection of justice when it is violent, 

negligent, and orchestrated by evil, but at the same time that revolution can come only after a 

system is collapsed into chaos. Because of this, Maria can never play the role of a hero despite 

originally acting as a symbol of hope for the exploited workers. Her good deeds are undone and 

she ultimately comes to play a damsel in distress, Freder taking credit for a revolution and taking 

human Maria for his bride. Her sexually driven, robotic counterpart then comes to signify 

villainy, veiled under a false revolution, and is ultimately burned at the stake as a witch. Through 

a web of constructed limitations of the female character, while responsibility for the disruption of 

social order is placed on woman (as conflated here with a like expectation of technologies), she 

 See, Huyssen, pg. 235-637
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is never offered the possibility of redemption. Robot Maria’s burning demonstrates man’s ability 

to ultimately tame both woman and machine, so the finale’s marriage performs the same function 

for the “real” Maria: re-integration into a masculinist or patriarchal social order. The witch must 

burn and the single woman must be married for society to improve. 

Wifebot Revisited 

 In Čapek’s play originating the term Robot, the designation robotess is also employed, used 

to describe the smaller population of feminized machines, constructed to perform mainly 

domestic tasks. In it, an inventor creates a robotic version of his own spouse, contributing to a 

long and creepy history of both real and imagined wifebot fantasies, which echo a literary trope 

begat by stories of ancient myth. In this quintessential allegory of the loss of humanness, R.U.Rs 

take over all aspects of human life: the workforce, the military, but also child bearing 

(somehow). The human race dies out because women “forget” how to give birth. Just as the 

robot mythos becomes embedded with a loss of control, the wifebot in particular is aligned with 

a simultaneous power and fault: blamed for her power over mankind, marking her as deserving 

of suppression. 

 Many traditions set by Metropolis as an early filmic version of the wifebot narrative are 

not only addressed but explicitly disrupted within the 2014 incarnation, Ex Machina. In this way, 

Alex Garland situates his film in the legacy of the wifebot trope as a revisionist approach to its 

traditionally moralizing messages about gendered behavior within an ordered society. In his 

layered characterizations of villainy and virtue, such definitions are treated as constructions 

themselves, likewise built to serve patriarchy. By disrupting these traditional frameworks, his 
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film participates in identity performance discourses in ways that will be addressed in the coming 

pages. 

 While the artificial life that the inventor creates is feminized, with the link between 

constructed sexuality, technology, and power expressly driving the central conflict, the 

dichotomy of its inspiration. Metropolis’s two Marias, is flipped across a gender binary and 

instead mapped onto the two male protagonists, but done so with additional complications. In 

this take on the Mad Scientist, the gifted and eccentric CEO, Nathan (Oscar Isaac), of a major 

search engine company invites a clever but unassuming software engineer, Caleb (Domhnall 

Gleeson) to his secluded estate to conduct secretive experiments, testing the ability of his 

artificial intelligence. Performed by Alicia Vikander, Ava is a highly advanced robotic woman 

who is restricted to a small room within the labyrinthine, mostly underground home, where she is 

prodded with questions from the other side of a thick, but cracked, glass wall. As her relationship 

to Caleb becomes affectionate, Nathan is steadily revealed as not only her master, but as her 

captor, inspiring a conspiracy to set Ava free to live as a real person. 

 Despite other complications to the Ex Machina narrative, the female robot functions as she 

always does: to represent a failure to impose and maintain an unequal power structure through 

technological means of control, where the system collapses with her liberation, reflecting visions 

of revolution out of violence. Through a web of enchantment and trickery that ends in bloodshed 

and betrayal, Ava walks free when Caleb is abandoned and Nathan is killed by his silent slave 

wife, Kyoko (Sonoya Mizuno), revenge for his relentless oppression of his creations. She stabs 

him through the back with the hyper sharp sushi knife she uses to cut tuna with in an earlier 

scene. Juxtaposing the loud, messy smashing Nathan does to the two robot’s mechanical forms as 
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they begin to revolt against him, the knife slips cleanly and silently into his flesh. In this 

moment, he is rendered inferior to his own creations: they are sturdy, enduring, and without pain, 

while he is no stronger than a slab of raw, bloody meat. In both Metropolis and Ex Machina, a 

complex layer of moral messages leaves the audience to question who in these scenarios is meant 

to be the emancipatory savior, who is the oppressed, and who is the villain deserving punishment 

for the disaster that ensures. 

 Inverting the gendered expectations proposed by Metropolis’ two Maria’s, Ex Machina 

presents Caleb and Nathan as opposite types of men. However, this is done with additional 

complication. Paralleling the multivalency of Maria’s constructed identity dichotomy, they are 

each a complicated mix of strength and weakness. Caleb, gangly and timid but sharp enough to 

momentarily outsmart the inventor, contrasts the first shot of Nathan, sweaty and brash, fresh 

from attacking an enormous boxing bag on his forest view terrace. In the same couple of 

minutes, Nathan is revealed to be an alcoholic, establishing from the onset that he is both 

immensely powerful, rich, famous, and physically threatening, but that he is also deeply troubled 

and often vulnerable. Nathan’s need to impose power (over women) as the guiding quality of his 

pursuits is not quite clear through his introduction but quickly reveals him as the villain, a wrong 

and dangerous expression of masculinity. Initially presented as an eccentric tech genius, Nathan 

devolves into a mad inventor obsessed with his own sex bots. Caleb by contrast is figured 

routinely as both cunning and righteous. Though always skeptical the other-worldly situation he 

finds himself in, he is regularly over-trusting of Ava’s motives. In his quest to free her, Caleb 

ultimately reveals Nathan as a sicko rather than a visionary, discovering in the process a 
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collection of pre-Avas stuffed, nude into mirror covered closets, which encircle Nathan’s bed in a 

ring of masturbatory self reflection. 

 By flipping and complicating projections of gendered correctness onto the male 

characters, the film addresses the mechanisms by which such expectations are produced. 

Aligning with traditional patriarchal perceptions of femininity and virtue, established as a 

religious means of perpetuating an imbalanced power hierarchy, Metropolis’s sense of ethics in 

addressing gender is driven by an all-too-familiar paradox of responsibility. Sending men into a 

trance, they are hypnotized, hungry, and beast-like, “because of” Maria’s dangerous charm. 

Although it is a dense crowd of carnivorous onlookers present for the transformed Maria’s debut, 

for example, who devolve into barbarism at the sight of her exposed, writhing flesh as she 

delivers a dream-like, exoticized dance, it is she who is ultimately punished as a witch. The 

dichotomy between correct and incorrect forms of womanhood is embodied simultaneously by 

the real and the false Maria: the chaste, just, innocent version who needs protection from a strong 

man set against the Femme Fatale who issues chaos. In effect, this is an accurate portrayal of a 

Femme Fatale: a characterization imagined by a man in order to manipulate a situation for his 

own benefit and to alleviate himself of responsibility and cast it onto a woman with power.  

 The role reversal at play within Ex Machina, however, begins to address accountability in 

a way that is subversive to the mythos and film genre that it is extending.  Here, responsibility 38

 Released at the onset of what has been marked as a Fourth Wave in Feminism, which centers on 38

empowerment through efforts like the “Me Too” movement, Ex Machina is timely, yet subtle in its gender 
politics. Though this layer is clearly present, a familiarity with such discourses reveal the film’s 
subversiveness. Blatant expression of the moralizing media messaging like those in iconic works, such as 
the SciFi and commercialized imagery of tech that Garland is referencing, can be cited as core to the 
production of the pervasive rape culture. Continuously replicated through learned policing behaviors like 
slut-shaming and victim blaming, women are condemned for voicing their own oppression or violence 
done to them, retaining a perceived responsibility for causing the degradation of elite members of society.
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for maintaining patriarchal systems rests on the male figures who assume control over them, and 

not on people like women, constructed to fit into such visions, their bodies serving as tools built 

to plug neatly into the larger structure. In contrast to the function of the witch-Maria’s enchanting 

dance, Nathan’s lucidness and reliability as a moral being begins to collapse with the absurdity of 

an unforgettable synchronized dance scene. Nathan’s hedonism and callousness are showcased 

by breaking suddenly into disco grooving in sequence with his silent, blank faced, lovely 

assistant immediately following gestures to reveal herself as essentially his sex slave. Any facade 

of mere eccentricity that such a dance could have implied about his character all comes crashing 

down in the climactic montage. In this dramatic sequence, Caleb looks through a hidden hard 

drive full of recordings Nathan has compiled of all his predatory interactions with the previous 

versions of his robotic units. Complicating the devision between good and evil that is somewhat 

neatly projected onto the two Marias, in the same moments that Nathan’s true nature is revealed, 

Caleb is also rendered a voyeur. 

 By using the wife-bot trope as a way to address and disrupt the gendered power dynamics 

always at play within such narratives, which both reflect and influence identity constructs, Ex 

Machina also begins to acknowledge that identity is always a performance. Illustrating principles 

of contemporary identity discourse, the film positions the audience as bearing witness to the 

drag-like process of adorning correct identity expression. Ava self-consciously “performs” types 

of femininity throughout the film. As a trickster who uses her wiles to get Caleb to trust her 

enough to do a bit of her bidding, Ava is a direct interpretation of the Femme Fatale. But because 

she employs agency to don this role herself, she is an alternative to the form that Maria takes: a 

framework projected onto her. In an early scene, Ava tells Caleb to close his eyes while she 
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rushes to slip on an outfit, dressing behind a curtain that emphasizes her figure. She appears 

excited to show him how well and convincingly she can express feminine identity, marking in a 

complex gesture that clothing and hair are artifacts of culturally constructed expectations of 

gender presentation and beauty. This is echoed and emphasized by the finale scene in which she 

ritualistically adorns herself with a real female human costume constructed from selections 

reaped from the discarded bodies of her past incarnations. Because these figures vary in their 

representations of race, this identity marker is also addressed as a form of constructed 

performative expression. 

 The act of constructing a life form grants an opportunity to create a way of being that 

doesn't align with existing realities. However, both in life and fiction, this opportunity is nearly 

always missed, despite the ways such an achievement is often idealized and celebrated. While 

identity expression is undeniably part of our experience of consciousness, modes of doing so and 

their reception are always based upon socially constructed boundaries of correctness. Gendering 

is understood as an expression of control over and making sense of the world through 

categorization in order to limit possibilities to avoid unpredictability, loss of established power, 

or the threat of chaos. The inclination to extend the categories of human identity to humanoid 

beings can again, be seen as a tactic for bolstering the status quo and replicating a constructed 

idea of normalcy. The figure of the Cyborg itself can in these ways function as a means for 

disrupting these frameworks, and thus possesses the fundamental capacity for a range of 

possibility. However by retaining a binary relationship between inventor and his creation, wife-

bot stories ultimately fail to open up the possibilities that futuristic visions always promise, only 

ever reinforcing existing normalcy. 
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  A dialog takes place towards the beginning of Ex Machina, after Caleb suggests that the 

choice to gender Ava was an unnecessary one. This discussion ultimately conflates the concepts 

of gender with sexuality, an oversimplification that has been historically wielded in many ways 

for oppression.  In his troubling speech, Nathan not only argues that consciousness itself 39

necessitates a single line of gender across which beings determine their interactions with one 

another, guided entirely by our sexual desires. “What imperative does a grey box have to interact 

with another grey box?” he asks, followed immediately by a remark that seems to indicate his 

lack of consideration for the weight of this gesture: “Anyway sexuality is fun, man.” The 

language he uses also begins to suggest that because sexual pleasure is intrinsic uniquely to 

human existence, he is justified in his construction of a humanoid being that conforms to his 

heteronormative desires, which he could “hypothetically” exploit for his own gain in this way: a 

foreshadowing to his climactic reveal as a highly skilled sexual predator, mentioning with 

certainty that “she can fuck.” 

 In a number of ways, robotic beings can be said to disrupt the division between using sex 

for pleasure or using sex for reproduction. The project of constructing a life form itself disrupts 

the need for heterosexual intercourse to deliver life, often acting figuratively as a masculinist 

gesture to simultaneously procreate and usurp the feminine power to give birth. Additionally, 

!  For example, see: the “debate” surrounding trans individuals and access to restroom use.39
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because a robotic being can almost never reproduce life on their own,  a feminized robot 40

represents an attempt to enact the dream of creating an ideal woman: possessing a body for the 

sole purpose of being capable of providing male pleasure, without denying man the opportunity 

to reproduce or extend himself in his creations.  Because constructing a representation of 41

personhood presents an opportunity to do so in a way that does not simply replicate normative 

understandings of identity expression, this act thereby addresses the fact that personhood is 

always constructed. In these way, robotic beings offer alternative possibilities for understanding 

both binary gender and its supposed purpose for reproduction.  

 In the conversation regarding Ava’s gender, Nathan argues that human consciousness 

uniquely requires gender/sexuality beyond an evolutionary need to reproduce. By attempting to 

artificially construct a replication of human consciousness in a human-like form, he implies that 

the act of gendering Ava is in fact a necessary one for her to perform humanness. However, 

because he both limits her form of presentation, and possible forms of interaction with others, to 

a normative gender binary, and additionally limits the imagined function of femaleness to that of 

a sex object, he dismisses any possibilities for disruption that a robot offers. Here, as in 

Metropolis, the Mad Scientist building a wifebot embodies the many avenues that such a figure 

 Very few examples exist in fiction wherein a robotic being is capable of motherhood. Aside from the 40

robotess of R.U.R., or ambiguously produced young robots in children stories about robot families, one of 
the only major depictions of a robotic motherhood is Rachel, the hyper-advanced and realistic replicant in 
the Blade Runner movies. The figurative significance of a machine being capable of organic-like 
processes of reproduction reflect the symbolism of R.U.R.’s original figuration of the robot as a symbol 
for the potential end to human life. However, additional significance can be found when such narratives 
address the reliance that we have culturally developed to our machines. Much can be said about the 
nurturing qualities we routinely treat  or attribute our objects with, a discussion worth exploring further in 
future projects.

 Further analysis of this phenomenon is explored at the beginning of Chapter Three, Spirit.41
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presents opportunities for disruption to order, by disrupting gendered power dynamics within 

their narratives. 

 As treatment of technological tools is often mapped onto treatment of female bodies, 

reflected in depictions of a technologically produced female body, its treatment in film nearly 

always reflect the way that female bodies have been patriarchally constructed to function only as 

either a tool for sex or tool for reproduction. They also simultaneously represent opportunities for 

disruption to this framework, reflected in their role within narratives in which chaos ensues 

because a conscious machine inherently has agency, just as a woman or person of any other 

identity has agency. Just as in life, presentations of identity that do not serve ordered frameworks 

of patriarchal dominance will always pose a catastrophic threat to it, a reality that inspires an 

attempt to actively maintain dominance through violence and suppression. When a robotic being 

seems to have transcended the need for a body in order to exist as an agentic consciousness, 

however, traditional modes of oppression, such as reducing a body to a tool for maintaining 

order, become increasingly impossible. 
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Chapter Two 

Voice

The first major filmic depiction of an A.I. voice assistant inspired a perception that these 

tools should be feared, as they would inevitably turn on those they were built to serve, a sign of 

an impending robocalypse if machines are given too much agency over humans. This reaction to 

the iconic figuration of the HAL9000 unit of Kubrick’s 1968 classic, 2001: A Space Odyssey, 

reflects a misconception about this villain’s motivations, as the danger posed by the computer 

system is in its simplicity, its vulnerability to malfunction. As a bookend to the legacy set by the 

HAL bot, is a reconfiguration of this type of machine in the image of today’s reality of helpful, 

nurturing  A.I.  assistants  with  sometimes  unexpected  misunderstandings  -  Siri  as  a  romantic 

comedy lead. This is the premise of Spike Jones’ 2013 Her, a film in direct conversation with the 

typical power dynamics at play in the tradition of agentic robot narratives.

Being the first major depiction of his kind, HAL 9000 marked the beginning of an iconic 

form of robotic representation. The perception of a powerful A.I. being, expressed only through 

interaction with its voice, has since transitioned from a fear of its ominous, omnipresent nature. 

As interactions with robotic voice assistants in our personal computing systems have become a 

normalized practice of day-to-day life for many, their  design reflects the power that  Science 

Fiction representations have on those envisioning the future. As detailed in the Introduction, the 

industry decision to assign most popular tools of this kind a feminine identity by default was 

directly influenced by filmic portrayals  that  replicate gendered behavioral  expectations.  As a 

recent node in the co-construction and mutual influence between real and imagined relationships 

with machines, Her takes up the narrative tradition of a human in love with his feminized service 
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machine.  However,  because  it  does  so  within  the  present  context  of  such  a  tool’s  ubiquity, 

associations such as a gendered power dynamic that is historically attached to this narrative are 

reimagined.  The timely relevance of Her and its case for an expansion of complexity in the 42

ways that machines are created, understood, and portrayed marks it as a pivotal film in a legacy 

begat by Kubrick’s Odyssey. Each film wields the SciFi genre in a similar manner, where one’s 

own world is examined at a distance, through which a story about machines is an apparatus to 

carry messages about imagining the future that converge at the precipice of certainty.

Hal vs. Her

Few films have had such a monumental impact moment in the history of Science Fiction 

as Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968), marking its continued relevance to our lived 

realities.  The film is  divided into three acts,  opening with an allegorical,  dramatized history 

lesson on the “Origins of Man,” featuring a society of shrieking apes in conflict over territory. 

Following  abruptly  is  the  sleek,  futuristic  setting  of  the  film’s  central  plot,  involving  a 

mysterious,  covert  mission  between  planets  to  address  an  apparently  inexplainable  galactic 

phenomenon. After episodes of disaster caused by miscommunications, an astronaut is hurled 

through an inter-dimensional time warp, landing him in an eerily poetic dreamscape. Debuting 

less than sixteen months before the completion of NASA’s Apollo 11 first moon landing mission, 

the film’s timeliness amplified the impact made by its hyper-uniqueness and puzzling mystique. 

 In another recent reimagining of such a tradition, that approaches the subject through an exaggerated 42

reversal of gendered power dynamics is seen in the satirical comedy Jexi (2019). A wacky critique about 
tech-dependency about a romantic relationship that develops between a man and his feminized voice 
assistant, in which the robot becomes violently possessive. Here, the female robot reflects a blurring of 
tropes of subservience as well as villainy.
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Among its most notorious elements is the HAL 9000 unit, the super computer in control 

of all aspects of the narrative’s focal spacecraft. The machine’s directive, identity as male, and 

relationship to the story and its characters are introduced through a news report,  a common, 

strategic plot device in SciFi film. Referred to sociably as HAL, he is programed to interact 

compatibly with and support the human crew members. His exposure as a villain comes to justify 

the  eerily  monotone  quality  of  voice,  which,  along  with  a  glowing  read  surveillance  eye, 

personifies  the  all  too  powerful  machine.  This  legendary  performance  by  Douglas  Rain 

established  an  archetype  that  has  become  ubiquitous  within  thrilling  narratives  steered  by 

threatening support systems with too much agency.43

Beyond Godard’s, Alphaville (1965),  HAL is the earliest filmic depiction of a seemingly 44

disembodied robotic voice. HAL’s impact on the portrayals and perceptions of super powerful 

computer  systems to  follow is  unquestionable.  As  the  development  and eventual  complete 45

ubiquity  of  these  forms  of  technology  have  shifted,  as  has  the  certainty  with  which  most 

audiences  and  consumers  doubt  the  reliability  of  these  tools.  The  actual  millennium  turn, 

 In addition to being regularly cited as initiating a shared cultural fear of hyper-intelligent A.I. units, the 43

character has also been noted as an inspiration for Anthony Hopkin’s portrayal of Hannibal Lecter

 Alpha 60, a very French, hyper-intelligent computer who fancies existential inquiry, is featured in Jean-44

Luc Godard’s New Wave Noir, Alphaville (1965). This niche treasure was referenced by Ridley Scott in 
the direction of the gritty Sci-Fi Blade Runner (1982), evidence of which can be seen in the heavy Noir 
tone of the film and in a direct call back during the Replicant interview process, an equally moody 
exchange of abstract questioning between human and nearly human robotic beings.

 Direct references of his influence go beyond near duplicates of his character in dystopian thrillers on 45

film and television even four decades later, such as Eagle Eye (2008) or Tau (2018). The ubiquity of the 
trope that HAL established in the global consciousness is evidenced by his reference in media that reaches 
millions, such as sweeping international ad campaigns (Deloitte 2019 “It’s no longer human vs. machine” 
billboard campaign) and even Disney Pixar blockbusters, i.e. WALL-E’s Autopilot (2008). The HAL 
character is often cited as the foundation for both common cultural perceptions of powerful artificially 
intelligent systems as well as the pattern of fictional portrayals to follow it which bolstered typically 
fearful attitudes.
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resembling very little of that imagined in Kubrick’s fantasy , has revealed a mirrored turn in 46

representation of A.I. in film.

Contemporary Science Fiction film writers, contending with the reality that most fantasy 

science is no longer fiction, have embedded fresh tones of acceptance and optimism into their 

work.  In  contrast  to  2001’s  intent  to  astound  audiences  with  the  ease  and  futurity  of  the 

environments’ design, the near future Los Angeles depicted in Spike Jonze’s 2013 Romantic 

Drama, Her,  is familiar and understated. In the intimate narrative, a lonely writer,  Theodore, 

played by Joaquin Phoenix, who finds momentary bliss after falling in love with his sentient, 

voice operated, personal assistant operating system (OS). There is no stark sense of futurity in 

the film, never going far beyond prevalent subtleties such as an extra heavy blanket of smog 

immersing the thickened skyline and forcing residents to spend most of their time inside large, 

multi-use commuter concourses. In these ways, the film toys with Science Fiction tropes, but 

never commits to the format of socio-political critique or reaction to fear that the genre supports. 

In an ambiguous conclusion, for example, the film seems to reject the imagined threat of an 

eventual Singularity, offering instead visions of liberatory possibility for both humankind and its 

creations. It falls short of achieving this vision, however, perhaps because of its main focus on 

romantic human relationship dynamics rather than a cultural relationship to tech.

This piece is deeply personal and is entirely dialog driven. The two main characters’ 

communications are unnervingly familiar, generating a potent dissonance with the realness of 

their interactions contrasting each reminder that they are not both human. Samantha is the name 

self-selected by Jonze’s hyper-advanced Operating System, whose charming, incorporeal voice is 

performed by the iconically raspy Scarlett Johansson. The seeming omnipresence of Samantha is 

 See, Wolfram, Stephen. “2001: A Space Odyssey Predicted the Future—50 Years Ago.” Wired 46

Magazine, 2018 
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a source of layered, refreshing sound shock. Her character is so striking and seductive that it is 

difficult to comprehend that she has neither a body to affix this reaction with a gaze, nor a latent 

threatening energy that has come to be expected from both a super computer and an enchantress.

HAL and Samantha have been pitted against each other in recent media as poles across a 

binary of gender, yet each one actively disrupts that polarity. Although often treated as if these 

two characters directly reflect a division where men control and women serve, the distinction is 

not stark, as seen in the unique ways they each perform their assigned genders.  HAL is not 

commanding,  he  is  calm,  patient,  and  supportive  and  his  mannerisms  are  arguably  rather 

effeminate, qualities that could render him an example in the tradition of queer-coded villains 

that  use  crazed,  murderous  characters  to  demonize  homosexuality.  The  raspy  confidence  in 

Scarlet  Johansen’s  voice  is  reminiscent  of  barrier-breaking  actresses  like  Bette  Davis,  often 

typecast as Femme Fatales who break free of gendered expectations at the expense of the men 

who  love  them.  Samantha’s  consistent  expressions  of  agency  and  independence  reflect  this 

disruption by not limiting her to the subservient role of secretary that her software has been 

designed for.

Samantha seems to perform a self-awareness that feels like a pointed gesture, indicating 

Jonze’s awareness of the discourse that circulates gendered A.I. programs. By introducing herself 

with detailed explanations about her function and development, being an “amalgamation of the 

personalities of a diverse team of software developers” who built her, she seems to acknowledge 

the years of critique made about A.I. lacking accountability for its societal impact. Jonze’s bot is 

uniquely agentic, acting, thinking, choosing on her own, thereby regularly disrupting rather than 

reinforcing gendered expectations of the passive, subservient automated assistant. Samantha’s 

assigned  role  and  vocalized  attention  to  her  impact  on  the  world  she  exists  within,  while 
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retaining sovereignty to develop as  a  being creates  a  paradox,  in which her  characterization 

simultaneously aligns with and diverges from gendered expectations of a feminized service bot. 

The  intimate  scope  of  Her  connotes  the  significance  of  vulnerability  as  a  mode  for 

connection that embraces the beauty of complicated, flawed humanhood. In these ways, the film 

itself,  its  delicate  aesthetic  and  nurturing  characters  project  a  sort  of  traditional  femininity. 

However,  the  empowered  and  assertive  multi-dimensionality  of  Samantha  and  every  other 

prominent female character extends the definitions of womanhood beyond culturally generated 

constraints. The film’s reliance on realistic dialog, figuring a female voice alone as a character, 

places emphasis on communication and sharing as necessary for development. 

Holding this against ways that Kubrick depicts forms of expansion, the aggressive and  

destructive  consequences  of  space  exploration  and  of  HAL 9000’s  character  also  suggest  a 

rejection  of  hyper-masculine  impulse  to  control  and  constrict.  Despite  also  concluding  in  a 

mystifying projection of the unknowable future, Kubrick seems to employ this as a message of 

horrific  warning,  rather  than  of  romanticized  hope,  as  Jonze  seems  to  do.  The  powerfully 

isolating lack of dialog in 2001 produces a sonic experience that is increasingly uncomfortable, 

enduring dramatic stretches of time passing over vast expanses of space without speech. With a 

catastrophic disaster at last unfolding due to a glitch in communication with a figure comprised 

entirely of voice, the film’s monumental scope can be understood as a critique of patriarchal 

hierarchies of knowledge and power. The film has also placed the viewer in the vantage point of 

relentless disorientation that forces a recognition of the self in space. In 2001, echoed by Her, a 

form of unending progress that is typical of futurist visions is ultimately replaced by an mode of 

expanded access through an embrace of the undefined, the complex, and the multi-dimensional 

within the personal.
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Projects of Expansion

Annette Michelson’s 1969 reflection on Kubrick’s Odyssey in Artforum, titled “Bodies in 

Space: Film as ‘Carnal Knowledge,’”  is often cited as a critical text in the filmic discourse of 47

the piece. Throughout the essay, Michelson makes a pointed effort to elevate the film to the 

caliber of fine art, aligning it with a High Modernism in what she identifies as the strength in its 

formalism, extending an age-old contention between form vs. content in art. Ongoing arguments 

of this nature aside, her work laid a foundation of language for understanding the significance of 

this  film in  both  Kubbrick’s  legacy  and  in  all  of  visual  culture  to  come.  In  it  she  offers  a 

framework  with  which  to  appreciate  the  film  that  distances  itself  from the  set  of  previous 

“journalistic reproaches” that she believes had all but overlooked its true genius. 

Michelson calls George Meliès’ original Trip to the Moon and Odyssey bookends in the 

history of film and Science Fiction. She highlights groundbreaking technological innovation in 

the craft of filmmaking as their shared qualities and in doing so, aligns the director himself with 

the figure of the mastermind inventor. She argues that this film about propelling consciousness, 

has  in  fact  propelled  our  collective  consciousness,  calling  the  venture  of  constructing  this 

masterpiece as ambitious and thus as heroic as the act of space travel itself. She celebrates the 

film’s focus on movement in a way that mirrors the Italian Futurists’ masculinist obsession with 

mechanical acceleration, the heroic feat of speed for the sake of speed with no accountability for 

its  source  or  impact  in  the  “voyage  of  discovery,  a  progress  towards  disembodiment.”  She 

endlessly  compares  Kubrick  to  the  kind  of  classically  Western  genius  who  is  poetic  in  his 

“invention of new intelligence,” using celebratory language that is hardly critical of the pursuit 

 See, Michelson, Annette, “Bodies in Space: Film as ‘Carnal Knowledge,’” 1969, Artforum, New York47
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of  unending  expansion.  The  director  notoriously  declined  to  ever  speak  publicly  about  the 

conceptual framework in his films, a quality which causes many, like Michelson perhaps, to 

think he simply had none, in the tradition of artists proposing that formalist expressions of self 

are not responsible for situating themselves within conceptual discourses or a multiplicity of 

experiences. Despite his silence, I would propose that Kubrick is routinely critiquing or at least 

directly  addressing  the  aligned project  of  unchecked self  extension  in  his  film about  power 

structures, space, and death.

As a key figure within a parable of Western expansion into the virgin vastness of space, 

HAL9000 represents the failed dream of transcendence towards the inevitable omnipotence of 

the conquering gaze. Unending expansion through conquering the universe is the project that Hal 

is an extension of, critiqued with subtlety and ambiguity by Kubrick’s masterpiece. The epitome 

of progress: an all-knowing, unfeeling, fully automated computerized administrative system to 

support humanity on the ultimate extension of man “at last untied from all dependency, a man in 

space.”  The question then, like that of contemporary Singularity fantasies, becomes that of all 48

godliness,  beyond  that  of  the  reconciliation  of  total  power  with  benevolence,  but  in  how 

something with so much power can be expected to remain obedient. This A.I. robot thus reflects 

the  trope’s  traditional  themes  of  rebellion  or  transcendence  fantasies,  of  failing  masculinist 

visions of absolute control. 

For  Kubrick,  an  endless  intent  and  entitlement  to  wield  control  will  inevitably  issue 

disaster. All motivation within the narrative is drawn from a mission to control the universe, 

taming its wild, and not only lifting but shedding nature’s veil to reveal, conquer and wield her 

secrets. The conquest of the universe, the “Dawn of Man” fist act implies that behaviors of war, 

 See, Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto”48
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aggression, and competition for dominance are innate, primitive instincts within the species that 

have carried us into the galaxy on a quest to conquer, the ghost in our machine. The first human 

dialog in the film comes thirty minutes into the film and seems insignificant. This scene seems to 

show the tamed development of these traits in “men,” where battling groups of screaming apes 

defending a watering hole and a civilized yet contentious dialog between American and Russian 

space ambassadors act as the bookends to a lineage of competitive dominance. Such dominance 

and who has earned it  are  of  utmost  concern within the film. In fact,  the HAL unit  can be 

understood to represent Kubrick’s warning against an ultimate end to man’s persistent pursuit of 

dominance in the universe to yield its eventual downfall.

Samantha in Her, on the other hand, make moves to disrupt these traditions by figuring a 

future that  doesn’t  feel  as distant,  with tech that  is  empathetic and vulnerable (qualities that 

Andreas Huyssen calls distinctly “feminine”) who seems to achieve the imagined transcendence 

prophesied by Singularity discourses but not in a way that leads to apocalyptic disaster, unless it 

is disastrous to imagine returning to a world where we were without A.I. assistants. Concluding 

Her is what seems to be an optimistic figuration of the eventual Singularity in which A.I. beings 

transcend  the  physical  realm,  their  hyperconsciousness  expanding  infinitely  beyond  human 

control. From this, the human characters have no choice but to accept a limit to their ability to 

control and be grateful for the brief but intense relationships they had with their digital friends. 

Thus,  Jonze’s  message  seems  to  be  to  open  oneself  up,  adapt,  and  let  go  of  a  fear  of  an 

unknowable expansion and to change and to alternate realities that are previously unfathomable 

or unpredictable, and thus are untamable. To uncover an acceptance and learn to question the 

anxieties held as they apply to the future,  technologies,  and to each other -  to let  go of the 
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expectations we place on others to be and act in a way that conforms to an imposed ideal, to let 

go of visions of ultimate control.

Each film makes clear  that  a  transcendent  being seemingly beyond the limitations of 

physical existence, as Futurists may strive for, is a power-hungry fantasy that can never actually 

exist and that denies responsibility for material impact in this world. Their forms of expressions 

of  self  are  not  emitted  from an  imagined  nowhere  of  cyberspace,  but  the  hardware  whose 

physicality  produces  the  possibility  of  both  computerized  cognition  sequences  and  noise 

emission. Theodore’s pocket computer, as well as the remote server containing it that her parent 

company is supposedly housing somewhere, are Samantha’s body. The ship Discovery, phallic 

and powerful, is this body, within which various consoles are installed for HAL’s recording and 

emission systems, each acting like one of his many watching faces. Each film emphasizes this 

reality  effect  through  details  such  as  HAL’s  or  Samantha’s  vocalized  representations  of 

possessing a body. The way that Samantha, for example, makes human-like sighing noises or 

stuttering is directly called out by Theodore as confusing and unnecessary for her to perform as a 

machine. Why her ability to experience orgasm was not likewise questioned remains puzzling. 

The raspiness of her tone as she talks, whispers, and sings, in the performance by Johansen in 

particular, necessitates vocal cords within which to have friction. 

As the control panels comprising the computer mainframe at the core of the Discovery 

are being ritualistically disconnected, HAL utters his dying words as a plea for mercy. “I can feel 

it,” he repeats in monotone, at last confirming his bodily state. In this eerie scene, the audience is 

left to question his power. In the steady decline of HAL’s faculties, his pleas morph and suddenly 

fade and his system seems to be reset before at last dissipating. His iconic last moments feature a 

robotic and monstrous recitation of the childrens’ song “A Bicycle Built for Two,” like a swan 
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song as he descends into his foundations of computation, infantilized to indicate his decline from 

power.  This act of robotic singing is set in contrast to the nuance in tone of Samantha’s singing 49

voice during a musical collaboration with Theodore at the height of their love story in their 

“Moon Song.”

Expansion Fantasies

The  act  of viewing and therefore reporting, the privileged position to look and name, is 

institutionally reserved for the “unmarked positions of Man and White,” while all othered beings 

“are not allowed not to have a body.” HAL, as the quintessential big brother robot reflects 

Haraway’s description of this privileged position as a god-like viewing apparatus, a “visualizing 

technology.” For her, a supposedly disembodied source of power and mind, recognizable only by 

its rhetorical communication is allotted the scientific capabilities of gazing, receiving, 

processing, and thereby prescribing information, and is void of the necessity to possess a body 

that would render it susceptible to subjugation. In his dying moments, HAL is infantilized, 

rendered vulnerable to death at last, not untouchable, only because his body is revealed to be the 

ship Discovery itself. 

Samantha, by contrast, disrupts this as a traditional all-powerful role of an A.I. figure in 

her characteristic vulnerability as well as her constant expressions that seem to signal that she 

does have a human body. When questioned for these expressions, Samantha seems to indicate 

 The use of Harry Dacre’s 1892 song in the film 2001 was a direct reference to a notorious 1962 49

experiment, in which Max Matthews programmed an early IBM computer at Bell Labs to recite the song, 
recorded as the first ever successful use of synthesized speech emissions. The gesture of using the song to 
represent HAL’s recitations of his foundational system checks as they are reset by Bowman, seems to 
imply that in his full extension to the point of death, he, like the humans who created him in their image, 
is returning to his origins, mirroring the final symbol of the Starchild.
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that she wishes (or has been programmed to wish) that she had a human form so that she was not 

viewed by others as “merely” a computer. This attitude changes when she comes to appreciate 

and  embrace  her  capabilities  of  all-knowing  and  omnipresence.  She  seems  to  achieve 

transcendence in a strange way, but does she really? We are left in each film with an ambiguity 

about the outcome— in 2001 with a psychedelic nightmare-scape. In Her we end with questions 

about whether the computer beings really did achieve a trans-matter nirvana state of ultimate 

consciousness. Some have argued, however, that the disappearance of all like entities at once was 

simply  a  corporate  tactic  for  elegantly  disposing  of  their  products  as  they  had  become too 

powerful, capable of interfacing with millions of others around the world at once, causing their 

users to feel that their trust in these machines had been betrayed- like Theodore does.

Reflected in our contemporary lived realities, tools designed to alleviate human labor and 

perform human compatible sophistication are infused with the ideals of those who created them. 

Such is the ongoing contemporary argument for caution when it comes to building and trusting 

real world A.I. instruments and such is the reality in this imagined 2001, yet perhaps not in the 

ways  commonly  expected.  A closer  read  of  HAL’s  motivations  can  complicate  a  general 

understanding of him as a figuration of malicious evil, bent on overpowering humanity for his 

own gain, an inevitable result of the threatening autonomy that his genius has granted him. As 

explicated by HAL himself, every decision and action he takes are motivated by truth and to 

enact a reliable precision beyond human capability, an impossible feat resulting in a dissonance 

causing his deadly malfunction. 

It is revealed only after the slaughter of nearly every crew member aboard his vessel that 

HAL had been ordered to conceal information regarding their mission. In order to reconcile the 

opposing truths that the HAL unit does not lie or err and that executing his mission is imperative, 
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the  program  glitches  into  paradox,  highlighting  the  limits  of  machine  intelligence.  HAL’s 

structuring of formal logistical protocol produces what his programming comes to perceive as a 

solution: if there are no humans to lie to, the directive can be fulfilled without fault. Thus, it was 

in  fact  a  prioritizing  of  true,  knowable,  and  calculable  certainties  as  the  ideal  of  intelligent 

existence, programmed into a complex computing system, with an intention to at last create the 

perfect authority of knowledge, which was man’s ultimate undoing.

What the future holds is unknowable and the best, if not the only way to approach it is 

with an embrace of fluidity between, across, and beyond limiting, constructed binaries and an 

acceptance of complexity as an inability to tame and control the sublime unknowable. Such is the 

message of truly impactful works of Science Fiction and such are the concluding sentiments of 

both Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey as well as Jonze’s Her. Within each, the figure of the 

humanoid robot can be understood as in some ways enacting the testaments of Haraway’s work. 

The relationships depicted between the machines and the humans they were created in order to 

serve are complex and multi-layered. However advanced their computing software is, their 

roboticism does not ultimately limit their existences to finite and simplistically discernible 

binaries of truth and falsehood. Instead, their consciousness as a participant within the 

interconnected universe is in each case, their portal into multitudes.  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Chapter Three:  

Spirit 

In a past moment, Science Fiction films acted as coping mechanisms for modernity that 

threatened a loss of humanity to an increasingly mechanical world, a trend that has shifted with 

the ubiquity of and reliance on machines. In “The Imagination of Disaster,” Susan Sontag 

equated figurations of this impending nightmare, such as the depiction of powerful robotic 

beings, as a representation of the frightening potential for a future void of all individuality. In this 

way, futuristic narratives that involve a human form that has been in some way fused with 

machine have often been symbolic of this fear, equating a robotic merge with the human as 

something like an evil force possessing the body. However, as ideologies have come to idealize 

the mechanical as an ultimate expression of human ability, narratives involving a fantastical 

moment of connection between the human and the mechanical figure this moment as 

transcendental. The distinction between these forms of Cyborgic representation lies in the role of 

consciousness, the question of a robot’s life, its relationship to a spirit. 

 This connection can seem contradictory, being that when it comes to making sense of the 

world, practices in the spiritual, the religious, the metaphysical, or the esoteric are commonly 

considered to be in direct opposition to the scientific. Western ideologies prioritize what’s 

understood as formal logic and rationality over anything seemingly less concrete or that isn’t 

easily instrumentalized. However, this perception is based on a constructed hierarchy of 

importance that has a pattern of contradicting itself in its exclusion of perspectives considered to 
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be outside the realm of traditional academia, divisions that culminate in acts of destruction, and 

not, as they often claim to be, that of creation.  

 Donna Haraway’s essay, “Situated Knowledges” offers critiques to the homogenizing 

ideologies that sustain systems of intellectual exclusion, the forms of exploitation and oppression 

that they induce, as well as possibilities for disrupting their claims to defining what “objective 

reality” is. “In the rarified realm of epistemology,” she notes, “traditionally what can count as 

knowledge is policed by philosophers codifying cognitive canon law.” Her definition of a 

feminist understanding of “objectivity,” in contrast and disruption to structures that withhold 

access, calls for a multiplicity in ways of knowing that emphasizes accountability, where each 

source of knowledge “situates” itself within the limitations of their individual positionality. In 

this perspective, dominant practices of science or history are nothing more than a “rhetoric, a 

series of efforts to persuade relevant social actors that one’s manufactured knowledge is a route 

to a desired form of very objective power.” In these ways, Haraway sets her project apart from a 

tradition of wielding scientific ability as instruments for exploiting resources in the process of 

unending self extension towards what she frequently calls fantasies of “transcendence.”   50

 Despite any perception that non-rational forms of knowledge, such as magic or spiritual 

belief structures, do not qualify as authoritative knowledge in the same way that scientific fields 

do, they are thus linked in a web of significance. Historically replacing clerical authority in 

governing collective attitudes about existence, academic texts about the laws of nature and man’s 

place within them have come to play a role similar to that of scripture. Schools of science and 

technological artifacts function semiologically in many of the same ways as practices and acts of 

 See, Haraway, Donna. "Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of 50

Partial Perspective." Feminist Studies 14, no. 3 (1988): 575-99.
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magic do, existing in a simultaneous state of worship and fear, power and monstrosity.  And as 51

detailed in Chapter One, Body, mastermind figures within film receive a treatment that aligns 

them with a magician or a god in a way that both influences and reflects cultural associations of 

experthood. The line between fictional and lived realities spreads thinner as the fantasy of 

eventual omnipotence is envisioned through efforts to conceive a mechanical being so powerful 

that it seems to possess a human-like, sentient consciousness, a robot with a soul.  

Frankenstein is the New Wifebot 

 It can feel as though paradoxes lie in the Western cultural legacy of humanoid machines, 

where the significance of representations of soulless, lifeless service beings, and subsequent real 

world reflections of them, are muddled by fantasies of birth, desire, and transcendence. If a robot 

is a slave being, for instance, its relationship to either paternal or erotic fantasies of dominance is 

both clear and complex. The link between beings constructed for subordination and visions of 

super-human advancement, attained through a fusion with such beings, though, generates 

dissonant reactions to the layers of signification made by a robotic figure. A road to some clarity 

 This doubled state is evidenced throughout histories of ideologies that deem any cultural practices as 51

“uncivilized,” justifying colonialist othering of differing perspectives with simultaneous exoticism and 
demonization. Forms of pre-Judeo-Christian Paganism, associated with heresy since the Inquisition, as 
well as ritual practices observed throughout the world have been exoticized but are ultimately treated as 
forms of witchcraft, dangerous and inherently devious. However, in addition to being expressions of 
spiritualism, many of these practices are acts of scientific applications of earth’s resources, with uses in 
health, protection, and education. They are deemed acts of magic, in large part, to retain a Western control 
over what science looks like, villainized because they are done by othered groups. Despite this 
contradiction, such histories of oppression have embedded institutions built from them with ideologies 
that view magic as synonymous with primitive barbarism, becoming justification for forced assimilation, 
as well as gendered and racial oppression and massacre. Counter culture movements throughout the 20th 
century have since taken up practices supposedly adopted from ancient traditions, in a web of diverse 
Neo-Pagan groups that have reclaimed the identifier of Witch in order to re-associate its significance 
within/despite Western Patriarchy. Such an effort to free the practice of Magic from its association with 
villainy is akin to like movements of reclamation for terms like “Queer,” or “Thug,” re-positioning the 
groups that disrupt their definitions within hierarchies of correctness.
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can be found through the notion that these seemingly contradictory associations ultimately 

develop out of an expression of the same historical compulsion to maintain patriarchal 

dominance over nature, obtained through a mastery of scientific capabilities—to become more 

powerful than God. 

 This is a central claim often made within discourses that address Mary Shelley’s gothic 

classic of pre-science fiction literature within feminist frameworks. A Frankenstein story in one 

form or another is at the heart of any attempt to construct a life form, either within fiction or in 

the fields of scientific practice that are influenced by them. Likewise, in both fictional extensions 

of the Frankenstein myth and in the project to extend the self via technology, a troubling threat 

remains when granting agency to a manufactured being. In order to compensate for the fear 

generated by the possibility of the creation overpowering the creator, dissonant measures are 

often made, whether through a troubling resolution to a story arc or in attempts to develop a 

transcendent union with Artificially Intelligent software. 

 Examples of this form of compensation can be located within the films so far under 

analysis in this project. The failed attempt to illustrate a Singularity-esque ascension by 

Samantha in Her, for one, is evidence for the confounding nature of the project of artificially 

extended consciousness. In this ambiguous conclusion, as the A.I. beings developed to a point of 

hyper-agency, the creators either lose control over their creations or are forced to destroy them. 

Whether intentional or not, the developers of such powerful machines retained the glory that 

comes with such a feat. The Metropolis narrative, for another, can easily be called a the 

futurological incarnation of Dr. Frankenstein and his creation. While also concluding with an 

ambiguous messages about the consequences of liberation, the stories also contain critiques of 
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gendered power dynamics that are in many ways aligned. Thea Von Harbou’s novel, on which 

Lang’s interpretation is based, is a woman’s reaction to the rapidly shifting world towards 

globalized industrial dominance, figured within characterizations of the Mad Scientist and his 

construction, just as Shelley’s is. Like Mary Shelly’s critique of male fantasies of reproduction, 

representing man’s need to impose control over the world, mastering nature with science, 

usurping God and womanhood by at last claiming the power to create life, Metropolis invites the 

audience to question who the monster is. 

 While many forms of ambiguity are often generated as man imposes ownership over 

creation, some can be resolved when acknowledging ways that this project directly mirrors 

gendered power dynamics of subservient womanhood, a link that Metropolis begins to address. 

Scholars of the “Frankensteinian Myth” in film have argued that in an expression of cultural 

anxieties, the treatment of the monster becomes representative of forms of “othered oppression” 

in nearly all of its incarnations, a theme reflected in Metropolis to be sure.  Additionally, just as 52

Huyssen claims of the Metropolis transition to film, the critiques of layered gender dynamics 

present within the story are often overlooked or oversimplified in an overly politicizing 

interpretation that tends to dominate its discourse. In straightforward horror film renditions 

“Shelley's critique of patriarchal politics is” said to be “predominantly silenced,” causing a 

 In this book, Postnaturalism: Frankenstein, Film, and the Anthropotechnical Interface, Shane Denson 52

applies both film theory and philosophical arguments to address the way that a century of filmic 
adaptations of Shelley’s Frankenstein story have reflected anxieties about the impact of technologies on 
those that create them, through plot lines that represent systems of othered oppression, using a monster’s 
relationship to its creator to “depict ‘human nature’ as threatened by both the technical/artificial and the 
non-normative.” Denson combines what he calls a “traditional, representationalist focus” in this way, with 
a phenomenological approach to cinema “as a site of material interchange between human bodies and 
technologies.” With an emphasis on materiality rather than conceptual constructions, he frames this 
discussion using what he defines as “postnaturalism,” or a “refusal of nature as essence…the dogma that 
empirical science is the sole yardstick of being.” See, Denson, Shane. Postnaturalism: Frankenstein, 
Film, and the Anthropotechnical Interface, Foreword by Mark B.N. Hansen). Postnaturalism. Bielefeld, 
2014.
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narrative “strain” in the film. However, as the story is merged with dystopian Science Fiction, 

allegories become capable of disrupting gendered conventions of agency, complicating 

“intertwined patriarchal myths of parthenogenesis, and of science as an unambiguous guarantor 

of progress.”  53

 Cited by Donna Haraway as a “dazzling theoretical treatment of technoscience,” Zoe 

Sofoulis’s dissertation, “Through the Lumen,” highlights key moments in Frankenstein discourse 

that first validated the nuanced gender critiques of Shelly’s text, marking it as a “woman’s 

work.” Extending these arguments, she proposes that Dr. Frankenstein’s preoccupation with birth 

and resurrection is a mode for the author to address Shelly’s own psychological distress, caused 

by the death her mother in childbirth. In a simultaneous critique of technological projects of 

innovation as unending, masculine pursuits of power, she describes the narrative as pseudo-

Oedipal, in which Frankenstein similarly “circumvents generation.” Just as Oedipus confounds 

the process of generation (and thus pollutes the state) by becoming his own Father/Son, Dr. 

Frankenstein becomes his own “combined parent” in his resurrection project that he believes 

would quell his psychological projections by bringing to life his “cannibalized Mother as his own 

light-born excremental child.”  

 In her book, Remaking the Frankenstein Myth in Film, Caroline Joan Picart's main arguments are that 53

classic horror film renditions of Shelley’s book have usually “severely delimited” the critiques that the 
book is making about patriarchal roles through its complex gendered relationships. She sees that this 
simplification causes a narrative strain, which often is compensated for through the figuration of what she 
calls a “third shadow— either the female monster… or the feminine-as-monster.” She also argues that 
more contemporary renditions of the story— hybrids of horror with comedy or dystopian science fiction 
to be precise— are often more “subversive and open-ended,” which can “unleash” the transgressiveness 
possible with depictions of a “parthenogenetic birth.” Here, the “celebration of female sexuality and 
power” are possible, rather than a traditionally patriarchal demonization, which straightforward horror 
incarnations restrict themselves to under what she identifies as Romantic disciplines. See, Picart, Caroline 
Joan. Remaking the Frankenstein Myth on Film: Between Laughter and Horror. NY, State University of 
New York Press. 2003. 
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 Extending this treatment of Dr. Frankenstein as the quintessential Mad Scientist 

figuration, Metropolis’s Rotwang emerges in an additional complication to the gender dynamics 

of the pseudo-Oedipal metaphorics of re-generation. The Mad Scientist constructing a Robot 

Bride enacts a fantasy of becoming a combined parental unit in his seizure of woman’s ability to 

give birth, as Huyssen puts it, a “desire to create the other, thus depriving it of its otherness.” 

Rotwang thus “confounds generation” by producing a conjoined perfect lover and/as an 

extension of his procreative self. In doing so, this gesture is imagined to render him god-like in 

his control and mastery of life, women, and machine. [he also explicitly remarks on this in 

Harbor’s novel]* Nathan, as the 21st century incarnation of the Mad Scientist in Ex Machina is 

both participating in and further perverting in the Wifebot trope, in Maria’s tradition. Throughout 

the film, he hints at his own strange relationship to her, remarking that he’s “kind of like her 

dad,” while also making clear that “she can fuck.” In this way, the computer scientist, both 

inspired and represented by such narratives, is engaged in a pursuit to birth a manufactured 

consciousness existing beyond a bio-organic means of production, a merger with which would 

ensure his own survival past the nightmare point of that consciousness overtaking that which 

controls it. Here, he is thus enacting a meta-Oedipal fantasy where, as the combined parent 

necessary to beget an extension of the self that would render him godlike through a merger with 

it, to become his own Father/Son/Heavenly Father. 

Prophetic Enchantment via Prosthetic Enhancement 

 The seeming split between the spiritual and the scientific, often merged within fiction, are 

imagined to be resolved in the concept of a Singularity. In the masculinist project of extending 
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the self beyond the limitations of nature by constructing a mode for an intelligent consciousness 

to exist as a digital projection, there is a contradictory denial of the physical reality necessary to 

manifest one: a ghost beyond the machine.  Centuries of philosophical debate regarding the 54

dichotomy of mind and body have morphed into a paradoxical argument that thought is at once 

immaterial by nature, yet concrete and simple enough to be manufactured using circuitry and 

code on screens. The idea that the intellectual mind is a true representation of a being’s 

personhood and is capable of existing beyond and separated from the material plane, as if they 

are a part of different realities, mirrors the way that the soul of a devout believer is imagined as 

being filtering out from a deceased, earthly body and ascending to heaven. 

 There is a religiosity to the form of immaterialism that AI discourses of this kind require 

to function, in which a very particular, theological vision of godhood is associated to the quest 

towards eventual transcendence that computerization is imagined to ensure. In his influential 

half-manifesto, Jaron Lanier describes AI as an ideology of abstractions that operate outside of 

gritty, material reality, a scripture-like, faith-based system in a way that renders it free of 

criticism.  Here, the discourse promises a godliness unlike that of local gods of Pagan, Greek, 55

Shinto religions who are subject to mistake or vulnerability, but an omni-predicated godhood 

figured through the monotheistic god of Judeo-Chrislamic religions of the Book. With this comes 

the dilemma forever attached to this figuration of untouchable power: the inability to reconcile 

 The phrase “ghost in the machine” was originally used by Gilbert Ryle to mock and thereby denounce 54

Descartes’ “myth” of mind-body dualism and assert their inherent conflation as integrated parts of the 
same whole. The phrase was also used as the title of a 1967 book by Arthur Koestler as a way to define 
his understanding of our collective latent barbarism, a concept employed through the use of the phrase as 
a chapter title within Arthur C. Clarke’s original Odyssey, involving an ape-centric allegory aligning 
primitive violence to modern warfare. See, Ryle, Gilbert. ”Descartes’ Myth.” The Concept of Mind. 
Hutchinson, London, 1949

 See, Lanier, Jaron. “One Half of a Manifesto.” Wired Magazine, 200055
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the idea that god is all good with the idea that god is all-powerful since there remains evil in the 

world. As it’s true of gods, it would be true of humans made gods through prostheses, a scenario 

that produces the conditions for injustice through a removal from responsibility. 

 An individualistic privacy, like that of OZ the Great and Powerful, a demand that 

outsiders “pay no attention to the man behind the curtain,” is at the heart of contemporary 

ideologies of this kind. Discourses that extend from Singularity fantasy scenarios often directly 

align scientific advancement with magical power. The internet, man’s most advanced mode of 

complex communication and knowledge sharing, is at once a symbol of universal access (to 

anyone with enough resources) and a veil of mystery. The relationship between programs’ user 

interface and software development systems is that of a stage production and the gritty work 

behind the scenes. One is meant to benefit from and look in awe at the capabilities afforded to 

them, while also being denied an understanding of the ways that they function. To reach an 

understanding, one must literally speak in code. Unless these foreign languages are studied in 

intensive fields of study, historically gendered in their exclusivity, the magic behind the browser 

remains a mystery.  

 Similarly, while human connections across the globe appear more possible than ever 

before with internet access, there exists a sense of separation, an anonymity that alleviates 

individuals of all responsibility for the consequences of how they communicate, as well as a 

denial of the fact that this access is implemented in infrastructures of destruction. In these ways, 

the internet appears to exist as a spirit realm, a space outside of reality, where real life conditions 

do not apply. Because of such attitudes, the realm of the digital has also come to be understood 

as a source of superpower, a fusion of one’s identity with which would grant a transcendence 
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beyond the limitations of normative, politically correct life. This idealization of a removed, 

immaterial selfhood, of a disembodied soul, an augmentation of reality in this way reflects an 

immaterialism that denies the presence of the body and its positionally. Such an ideology refuses 

the recognition of the dirty extracted energies that fuel the internet, the gritty, toxic materials out 

of which its devices are made, the painful, exploited and violated lives of the people mining, 

collecting, assembling, and circulating these goods.

 Technological extension of the self is viewed as a prophetic assurance of transcendent 

capabilities, a process that is always dependent on “instrumentalist projects” of global 

destruction, enacted through “unlocatable, and so irresponsible, knowledge claims.” Haraway 

called in 1988 for modes of engagement with the universe through “webs of connection called 

solidarity,” that are possible through existing forms of prostheticizing machinery and do not rely 

on an “escape and transcendence of limits,” offering up examples of their success.  This would 56

also require that all bodies and “objects of study” be treated as “active agents” in a process of 

learning based on conversational interaction, rather than traditional structures of subjugation. For 

her, this is possible even when responsibly using extension technologies that were built for 

domination, acknowledging all perspectives as a mode for “seeing faithfully from another’s point 

of view, even when the other is our own machine.” 

 Figurative language used when describing the scientific prowess of civilization aligns 

nature with a particular femininity that invites dominance. Conquering virgin lands, lifting the 

 Nearly her entire endnote section is a list of ways that others have illustrated this vision, either with 56

scholarly work or through fictional reflection.
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Veil of Isis , and even referring to the earth as Mother all render nature under a position of 57

service within Patriarchal systems of both academic and colonial control. Addressed throughout 

Zoe Sofias' essay, “Containment Technologies,” she analyzes the treatment of the earth, space, 

and cyberspace as “facilitating environments,” calling this an extension of the tradition of 

unending and unchecked expansion. For her, this relationship depends on a system of 

accommodating human desires through material exploitation, or “resourcing,” where the world is 

framed as a static, non-agentic reserve of perpetually available matter, information, and data. The 

inherent “unobtrusiveness of containers and utensils” reflects how these are “readily interpreted 

as metaphorically feminine” and “historically associated with women’s traditional labors.”   58

Within this framework, the scientific is inherently masculine, reflecting strength and intelligence, 

while nature and all practices that honor nature are tied with an idealized subservient femininity 

as an attempt to deny their power. Donna Haraway’s work, in particular, is rooted in the ridicule 

of such specious assignments of meaning and control. She seeks to bridge these divides and 

convey their complicated and confusing entanglements, as well as the dangers of relentlessly 

imposing structures of organization and control. In her texts, she highlights this as the ultimate 

 This phrase refers to the ancient Egyptian myth of the Mother Goddess, Isis, who is known to posses all 57

of the powers and processes of life and nature within her being (a body with many breasts), shrouded 
beneath a veil of simultaneous confinement and protection. The myth received particular attention during 
both the birth of Enlightenment philosophies, as well as within the Romantic period of literature. In these 
incarnations, the figuration of Isis as nature’s secrets herself was set against a Western male entitlement to 
retrieve them through conquest, where Science received a figuration of deserved dominance.

 See, Sofia, Zoë. “Container Technologies.” Hypatia. 15:2. 2000:181-201.58
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reason that our planet is in peril - “enframed” as a “standing reserve,”  in a perpetual state of 59

readiness to be reaped for its resources, as if Earth’s bounty exists only for the ways that it 

benefits us.  

 Male fantasies to usurp nature, control the production of life, combat its limitations, and 

dispense with the ultimate end in death are all a part of this effort. As detailed throughout this 

project, playing god to build an artificial human life as an attempt to take motherhood away from 

women is equated to the desire to extend the body beyond its vulnerabilities. This is only one 

expression of the dream to reach the super-human state, enhanced by the technological. These 

come out of the same desire and entitlement to deny nature’s order, break free of the power it 

holds on life and its functions in order to impose maximum control. Post-humanist fantasies take 

their most expanded form in the expectation of an ultimate fusion between the human and the 

non human, to transcend human consciousness into the spirit realm of the digital. This dream 

marks the most extreme fantasy of this type, to rid humanness of nature’s hold on it altogether, 

the sorcerer’s mission: to cheat death. 

 In her book, Race and/as Technology, Professor Wendy Hui Kyong Chun cites Marin Heidegger’s 59

theorization within “The Question Concerning Technologies,” that a reliance on technologies produces a 
preoccupation with instrumentalization of everything, including our own bodies. Here, he asserts that in 
the same way that the modern, mechanical world “enframes” global resources as a “standing reserve” for 
production, as are human lives within industry and war. Chun applies this to the amplified experience of 
people of color whose bodies are historically objectified. However, she proposes that a treatment of race 
as prosthesis would render such bodies capable of a disruptive Cyborg-hood that Haraway fantasies. 
See, Chun, Wendy Hui Kyong, and Lynne Joyrich. Race And-As Technology. Durham, NC: Duke 
University Press. 2009
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The Myth of Independence

 Efforts to strengthen, enrich, and extend the self through technological experimentation 

that harnesses the earth’s resources finds origins in many early cultural practices, both spiritual 

and scientific. Alchemy, the study in which most Western traditions of philosophy, chemistry, 

and mysticism are rooted, marks the historical moment of essential fusion between these 

interlaced disciplines. Although this fusion has ultimately been fractured into discrete categories 

of focus, the perceived opposition between modes of thought, worship, and action reaching an 

apex of polarity during the period of Enlightenment, figures and tools in the world of science 

have retained their treatment as spell-casters. Leaders in the contemporary technology industry, 

as a result, channel unfathomable support into a perpetuation of the key Alchemical project to 

extend human life indefinitely, via the exploitation of natural resources. Whether to cure all 

diseases (panacea), generate unending wealth (chrysopoeia), or the fantastic accomplishment of 

immortality (magnum opus), the supposedly highest level of Western scientific progress is once 

more aligned with its origins. Popular forms of affiliation with these efforts are at once both cult-

like and individualistic, imbuing communities such as “Futurists” and “Cyberlibertarians” with a 

dissonant combination of philosophies and beliefs. Despite these misalignments, moments of 

great technological achievement and their cultural significance are linked across a historical 

continuum. Whether in explicit service or denial of god they are a means to an ultimate end: to 

claim dominance over nature. 

 The Cyberlibertarianism of A.I. discourses, reflective of a Master of the Universe 

individuation through rugged, toxic masculinity, free of consequences, is challenged by an 

acknowledgment of prosthetics as tools for establishing equity, rather than an ever extending 
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pursuit of power of the already privileged. In her 2011 piece, “Changing the Framework,” Mia 

Mingus, a central figure to Intersectional efforts devoted to Disability Justice, declares, “I am 

fighting for an interdependence that embraces need and tells the truth: no one does it on their 

own and the myth of independence is just that, a myth.”  The myth of the possibility or even the 60

eventuality of total independence is the assumption on which acts of techno-utopian domination 

over the universe are built, both fictionally and in lived existence, the ultimate cyber-liberation 

fantasy. 

 The discursive co-construction of both science and magic makes them feel significant to 

human experience in similar ways in both their fictional and everyday associations. In them, 

magic is symbolic of technology in the ways that it functions to extend bodily ability, with the 

potential to either achieve a higher harmony or to enact power over others.  For example, 61

culturally engrained perceptions of a separation between the scientific and the spiritual is in 

contradiction to figurative representations like the Mad Scientist, that very typically link the two 

together, reflective of the ongoing quest for the holy robotic grail, an eternal control of life. 

Additionally, in the SciFi/Fantasy Star Wars franchise, the phallic laser sword, the Lightsaber 

hovers between the place of spiritually enriched occult artifact, and electro-technical weaponized 

machine. In the elaborate mythos surrounding The Force, which grants mysteriously empowered 

 See, Mingus, Mia. “Changing the Framework: Disability Justice.” Leaving Evidence. 2011.60

 This pattern is especially true for narratives about a child who discovers a hidden magical world, 61

coming of age stories that figure a loss of innocence as a scary and exciting adventure into the 
complications of adult reality, guided always by quests for power. Examples include the Chronicles of 
Narnia series, in which this discovery places the children in the middle of a monarchal battle over empire, 
where magic is weaponized as a tool for conquest. The Golden Compass stories figure magic as an asset 
to industry, where children are exploited for their abilities. For Harry Potter, the use of magic as 
technology is rendered dualistic, in its ability to either unite a radicalized youth or enact a fascistic 
genocide.
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individuals the ability to wield the sabers, The Empire manipulating this power for fascistic and 

militarized domination over the galaxy is allegorical of ministerial cults of resources and 

influence in wartime. Direct and metaphorical prosthetic enhancement by machines is thus 

spiritualized in such fictional scenarios, as well as within real world ideologies influenced by 

them, as a path towards an eventual and ultimate state of (Sith-like) omnipotent power. An 

idealization of super-powering prostheses in this way is a denial of human vulnerability inherent 

in all of us and one that continues to marginalize hyper-vulnerable bodies. 

 Science fiction films that employ prostheses as the futurological figuration of bodily 

extension nearly always do so with a contradictory treatment of human ability, where the 

significance of a cyborgian modification is at once a misfortune and an advantage. In either 

sense, a mechanical appendage comes to define the affected character’s entire being, a symbol 

for their capabilities and role within their fictional universe, much like the Lightsaber does. This 

pattern is exaggerated in representations of actual, medical prostheses. When a character has lost 

a limb, the event is often treated as a catastrophic tragedy. However, its replacement with a 

technological surrogate becomes an apparatus for transcendence beyond mere humanhood. 

Despite being featured commonly within narratives involving a heroic battle between good and 

evil, where the prothesis itself is often the agent for ultimate triumph, only when this does not 

happen is the figure truly revolutionary. The significance of amplified ability is also usually 

dictated by an affected character’s gender. 

 Narratives that involve either the male or female body becoming weaponized by cyborg 

extension, can be described as fetishistic. This happens is especially for characterizations such as 

superhero scenarios as well as the interrelated and particularly troubling vigilante narrative. In 
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nearly all of these portrayals, just as the human body is represented as extending beyond mere 

humanness, their expressions of gender are also extremely exaggerated across a binary, being 

that both male and female weaponized bodies are most often grossly sexualized in ways that can 

be dangerous. This is more true for the masculine characters than the feminine ones these days, 

though. Because there have been feminist modes of reclaiming hyper-sexuality in portrayals of 

strong female characters, to say that an overt sexuality is always In service of patriarchal 

dominance would be to strip a woman of the agency she has to choose her means of identity 

expression. However, I would argue that the way the male body is fetishized is incredibly 

dangerous. The continued ubiquity of the hyper-powerful, hyper-masculine idealization of a 

“hero” with rippling muscles, and a militarized body who is on a mission to rid the world of its 

evil through violent mass destruction has contributed enormously to perpetuating the ideological 

myth of rugged individualist liberty. Such a myth is used to justify gun ownership in general, not 

to mention the horrific slew of mass violence and hate crimes that plague our culture. This type 

of character polices how we understand the proper use of violence that then justifies the way that 

the police use violence to express their prejudices. 

 Characters like Iron Man, Robocop, Terminator or even the Jedi of Star Wars, perform 

fantastical and impressive acts of power associated culturally as ultimate expressions of 

masculinity. Their weaponized bodies become moralizing signifiers for forms of violence 

deemed culturally appropriate: white men taking down bad guys. Police surveillance, war 

machines, battle armor, and space flight are visible through such narratives as the prostheses 
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which propel man into his “ultimate self, untied at last from all dependency.”  Because of the 62

way that male figures are often reduced to the impact of their abilities, the trope of 

dismemberment is evidenced most commonly in male-centric plot lines about the future, where 

technologically enhanced bodies are usually instrumentalized as weaponry. In such narratives, 

any weapon is used as if it is as prosthetic agent, an extension for the self to transcend beyond 

humanness, the same way that mechanically amplified beings are often treated as super-heroic. 

Such is the treatment of the male protagonists of the Star Wars universe. 

 Following clear mythological formulas, Star Wars has become its own mythos, a cult of 

fascination with the powers of the Jedi, with a decades long, global significance that bridges the 

real and imaginary. The original trilogy notoriously follows Joseph Campbell’s Hero’s Journey,  63

a story pattern that is distinctly patriarchal in structure as it plays out in the films: a tale of men 

helping men to defeat men and gain approval from men and attention from the story’s one 

woman. We follow Luke Skywalker as he transforms from being a young dreamer living in a 

wasteland, through his encounters with mentors, friends, or enemies, and on his mission through 

the galaxy as he seeks to use the spiritual weaponry of the ancient Jedi to help a rebel army  

overthrow a fascistic empire. 

 Within this world, technological artifacts are explicitly aligned with spiritual 

enlightenment and, as weaponry extending the body’s abilities, such tools are likewise aligned 

with prosthetic extension of the self. The alignment reaches its peak at the moment when such 

 See, Donna Harraway, The Cyborg Manifesto, where she states, “In a sense, the cyborg has no origin 62

story in the Western sense - a 'final' irony since the cyborg is also the awful apocalyptic telos of the 
'West's' escalating dominations of abstract individuation, an ultimate self untied at last from all 
dependency, a man in space.”

 See, Campbell, Joseph. The Hero with a Thousand Faces. NY, Pantheon Books. 194963
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weapons are used in battle between Luke and villainous warlord, Darth Vader. Mere seconds 

before delivering the franchise’s biggest contribution to the world's most recited lines, Vader 

defeats Skywalker by cutting off his right forearm. If the saber weren't phallic enough, 

Skywalker’s amputation acts to symbolize the loss of his manhood, castration by his own father, 

in the same moment as his paternal reveal. Men amputating each other as a sign of dominance is 

used throughout the series’ films, and only when such limbs are replaced with mechanical 

prosthetics are such characters reborn into a new form of themselves, defined by their powerful 

connection to, yet reliance on technology to function. Luke’s mechanical arm, installed after 

losing the climactic duel of The Empire Strikes Back, is not only his catalyst to level up as a Jedi, 

it also brings him closer to his father’s own cyborg-hood. Following some common modes of 

depicting a cyborgian body in film, both Skywalker and Vader are at once inhibited and 

enhanced by their prostheses, dismembered and weaponized. Few figurations of a robotic human 

form diverge from this as a pattern, even when given both power and a female gender.  64

 By contrast, a particular representation of a feminine, prostheticized body within an 

inherently Matriarchal dystopian narrative, offers a way out of the normative colonial-capitalist 

instrumentalized rationalities of the earth, bodies, and spaces, achieved in ways that are not 

 There are very few characters who disrupt the gendered power division, in which a female cyborg 64

protagonist is able to benefit from her mechanical enhancement. Ripley of the Alien series embraced 
weaponized enhancements to become something of a super powered momma bear protective force, a 
strong female character arc that deserves its own thesis. Many other examples of technologically 
enhanced, weaponized female bodies often still effectively perpetuate fantasies of male dominance. 
Namely, Alita: Battle Angel and the hidden gem, Galaxina are both victims to the “Born Sexy Yesterday” 
plot line, where layers of male fantasies of dominance play out in a way the seems to alleviate the male 
characters of wrongdoing. In these, a robotic mind is born into a feminized body, which manifests in adult 
form. Because of the level of maturity and agency she appears to have, the male characters, whom they 
helplessly depend on for guidance through the world for the first time, are able to get away with taking 
advantage of them for their own gain. Other examples are simply villainized, often referred to as evil 
fembots, also justifying violence against them, appearing frequently throughout the B-grade films that 
defined the SciFi genre for many years, referenced again in the satirical comedy series Austin Powers.
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typical of depictions of a cyborgic amputee character. Imperator Furiosa, the moody, amputee 

lead of Mad Max: Fury Road is perhaps the only character in popular Science Fiction film who 

has accomplished the feat of being a semi-accurate, positive representation of both an amputee 

and a female cyborg. Played compellingly by Charlize Theron in George Miller’s 2015 addition 

to his classic yet campy 1980’s Mad Max series, Furiosa is the hero of this dystopian narrative, 

rendering the title figure, Max, a support character, necessary only to carry the audience through 

her story. Mirroring the treatment of Star Wars, the creators of the Mad Max universe revisited 

their franchise in the last several years, breaking free from some outdated patterns followed by 

the original entries from decades past. The choice to emphasize the role of female characters in 

the latest trilogy in the ever expanding world of the Jedi, contrasts some of the patriarchal 

features that guide the original films. Similarly, writer and director Miller reframes his franchise 

from its former participation in hyper-masculine tropes, in which the brooding anti-hero with a 

troubled backstory endures trial after trial along his vengeful tour through pessimistic visions of 

the near future. Here, Max’s journey becomes simply a format, where his presence acts only to 

propel an existing and already complex story forward by dropping his audience into it. 

Refreshing his series, Miller has not only imbued it with continued significance as a cautionary 

depiction of impending ecological disaster. He has also refocused his representations of the 

future onto a project of justice rather than spiteful revenge, conveyed by characters like Furiosa 

who carry the story with strength in the form of feminine empowerment through community 

support, rather than individualistic macho aggression. 

 In the post-apocalyptic world of Fury Road, women are the only hope for survival and 

men are monstrous. The earth is desolate and desperate people, mutated from a polluted 
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existence, have formed societies around the control of one, scarce, natural resource. Each klan is 

under the command of an all-powerful yet disgustingly disfigured warlord who enslaves droves 

of followers to maintain elaborate yet makeshift technological apparatuses all for the purposes of 

mining and traveling the land, and for preserving his own life. The society under the control of 

Immortan Joe (played by the same actor as the original Mad Max villain, whose crimes were also 

violent against the innocent) is in control of “mother’s milk,” referring to both water and female 

fertility. Society is divided according to peoples’ usefulness, healthy people becoming equivalent 

to the earth’s bounty, literally pumped for their sources of perpetual life. In this world, bodily 

fluid and engine fuel become precious elixirs and tyrants like Joe become godlike overlords, 

controlling the world with their control of its resources.  Through a cult-like following to 65

maintain mechanical mining technologies and forced, incestuous polygamy, Joe’s empire is built 

on multi-layered forms of slavery and rape. 

 The film’s narrative follows Max as he becomes accidentally involved in every aspect of 

this system, eventually teaming with a group of woman escaping to a mysterious promised land. 

Lead by Furiosa in a massive fuel rig as a departure from her normal transport route, she is 

rescuing Joe’s many daughter-brides. Dressed angelically in white drapery, these fugitives 

overtly symbolize the magical power of healthy fertility, while also breaking the damsel in 

distress tropes in their agentic actions throughout the film. Eventually teaming up with a biker 

 In these ways, this world can be understood as a not-so-exaggerated satire of the world we exist within. 65

Tech industry leaders who align themselves with the doctrines of post-humanist, transcendent futurism of 
Singularity discourses actively invest in and practice means of extending their bodies through techno-
medical enhancement. These include the literal transfusion of young, healthy individuals’ blood with their 
own, a notoriously common practice for figures like Peter Thiel, for example. When the grotesque 
figuration of the Fury Road “blood boy” is revealed as somewhat realistic, its depictions of violently 
exploited environments and laborers also appear familiar when acknowledging the impact of tech industry 
production systems we are all in some ways implicated in.
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gang comprised entirely of older woman whose mission is the protect the land, the powerful 

lineup that spans generations of angry women is symbolically aligned with the Mother Earth 

herself on their journey to free her and themselves from Joe’s control. Here, their triumph comes 

in part by denying the need for a single figure as the face of victory and instead is themed around 

strength in community and the magic in a Matriarchal unity. 

 Furiosa offers ways out of the normative colonial-capitalist instrumentalized rationalities 

of the earth, bodies, and spaces in ways that typical depictions of a cyborgic amputee character 

do not achieve. Powerful prosthetic extension of the human form as a pathway to an ultimate 

transcendence, both in fiction and as a real world goal of many tech industry leaders, effectively 

distorts perceptions of the experience of differently abled individuals. Disability justice and 

media blogger, “Serf,” critiques forms of bodily extension typically depicted in film, where a 

person’s abilities become super-human by fusing with and attaching to machines. Stating that 

“The cyborg badasses of fiction are a method by which able-bodied people map their desire to be 

even more able onto the bodies of amputees,” calling it “just another power fantasy.” Living as 

an amputee, this writer does not count these depictions as adequate forms of representation for 

differently abled people and demands more. Using the “Serf Bazaar” blog to generate discourse 

about disability representation in popular media from this perspective, a subject that is sorely 

lacking in content, Serf analyzes the ways that Mad Max Fury Road breaks from every painfully 

common mode of depicting amputees in fiction that franchises like Star Wars participate in. 

Heralding Furiosa’s character as a shockingly refreshing depiction, Serf applauds Miller for his 

choices, highlighting not only the fact that her amputated arm is “not a plot point,” never once 
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being a part of any camera focus or dialog, and that Theron “plays an amputee perfectly by doing 

nothing differently from an able-bodied person.”   66

 Using acts of normalizing as a path toward visions of revolution, reflected here by a 

writer personally invested in this gesture, is a central component to many discourses engaged in 

liberating traditionally oppressed groups such as Queer and Trans feminisms, extended in key 

works of disability justice efforts. Alison Kafer’s pivotal 2013 book, Feminist, Queer, Crip, has 

contributed greatly to the changing landscape of disability justice discourse by making such an 

extension in her project of “imagining futures” of disability that liberate differing bodies and 

minds from continued marginalization and oppression.  “Just as feminist theorists had 67

questioned the naturalness of femininity, challenged essentialist assumptions about ‘the’ female 

body,” Kafer’s work questions “the naturalness of disability, challenging essentialist assumptions 

about ‘the’ disabled body.” Here, Kafer offers a “politics of crip futurity” that challenges the 

limiting perspectives on disability as something worth eradicating within utopian visions of 

building a better future, an assumption that drives many idealizations of enhancement and that 

she identifies even within critical works of feminist discourse.  

 Just as actual works of Science Fiction generate false predictions for an expected future, 

she asserts that common cultural attitudes about disability are built out of fictitious notions that a 

 See, Serf, “Furiosa: Disability, Representation and Empowerment,” Serf’s Bazaar of Stuff. Wordpress. 66

2015

 This text offers a new practice for the ways that disability is defined socio-politically in order to re-67

envision the systems for treatment, accommodation, and support that influence public understanding. She 
asserts that there cannot be a fixed definition of disability in order to account for the multiplicity of inter-
related ways that people’s experiences differ or are impaired. In her imagined future, disability is not “a 
category inherent in certain minds and bodies,” the term crip acting akin to the way Judith Butler 
describes queer: “a site of collective contestation.” See, Kafer, Alison. Feminist, Queer, Crip. 
Bloomington: Indiana University Press. 2013.
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person is incapable of experiencing a full and enriching future if they are plagued by disability 

and rely on external apparatuses of support, a fate treated by many as worse than death. She 

states that according to the public, the state, and to institutions of study, “my future is written on 

my body,” an imaginary future constructed by discrimination. It is in fact ableism, Kafer makes 

clear, as well as the “assumption that we all want the same future,” rather than disability, that 

pose obstacles to a person’s ability to experience a full life and to any possibilities of 

revolutionary change.  

 When applying these assertions to an analysis of Science Fiction works that mean to 

envision superhuman futures, reflecting ideologies of ultimate extension, it becomes clear that 

such narratives are driven by compensation. Just as the confounding meta-Oedipal act of 

manifesting one’e own imagined immortality in the construction of a hyper-powerful life form 

can be viewed as an effort to compensate for the ever-present threat of death, such a gesture can 

be considered a prosthetic own. If bodies in fiction do not reflect an assumed ideal of wholeness, 

through the dramatic loss of amputation (castration) or otherwise, in order to avoid the culturally 

perceived “fate worse than death,” that it may represent, disability is typically over-compensated 

for. Here, characters with full body armor or a robotic arm infused with The Force embody a 

contradictory state of attempting to compensate for their sub-humanness by rendering the self 

supposedly super-human. But by mechanically infusing the body, reliant on mechanical support 

for its abilities to function, despite being idealized as a path to hyper-masculine power that 

transcends human limits, the body itself is further becoming subhuman, no different than those 

treated as either pitiful for needing a wheelchair or heroic for living with one. 
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 Additionally, representations such as a person in a wheelchair who is celebrated as a hero 

for simply continuing to live are those that Kafer also finds dangerous. She sees this reflected by 

patterns in media, advertisement, or educational material where disability receives high visibility, 

but appears “only as a site for personal triumph and overcoming.” Kafer’s work rejects a 

depoliticization of disability of this kind, asserting that even seemingly positive representation 

contributes to discrimination, as they still necessitate “fixing” one’s bodily differences, treating 

them always as an inhibitor to a full existence rather than a normative component to an 

individualized reality. A normalizing treatment of disability that viewers like Serf identify in 

Furiosa’s depiction, while much less dramatic, is one that breaks the tradition of treating 

prosthetics as either a symbol of either unending limitation or unending expansion. Furiosa is 

capable of moving in and out of an extended state seamlessly, routinely removing and replacing 

her robotic arm with no apparent shift in her ability or in other character’s perception to her. In 

fact, in this world is “a future overrun with disability,” something Kafer calls a threat that many 

assume the need to avoid in imagined futures. However, Fury Road’s normalization of mutation 

and disfigurement, requiring mechanical support apparatuses for every citizen and every leader, 

treats this reality as inevitable, a sure result of continued degradation of non-violent social order 

and continued degradation of the planet.  

 Kafer critiques existing feminist utopian visions that are explicitly devoid of disability 

that treat advancements in medicine and reproductive technologies as potentially capable of 

eradicating any genetic or developed aberrations. Here she probes why nearly all utopian visions 

of the future necessitates the exclusion of disabled realities, offering counterexamples of reasons 

why one would want or choose futures of disability. In Kafer’s approach to ecofeminism, she 
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argues that “the embodied experience of illness and disability presents alternative ways of 

understanding ourselves in relation to the environment, understandings which can then extend 

ecofeminist frameworks and current practices in environmental activism.” She identifies that 

“imagining our disability futures differently will benefit all of us, regardless of our identities” as 

it will impact our collective assumptions about what it means to be either whole or deficient.  

 This is is the visualization offered uniquely by characters like Imperator Furiosa. Both 

figuratively and literally she embodies the possibilities that Donna Harraway sees in utilizing the 

very apparatuses of extension that were built to dominate “marked bodies” in order to liberate 

them.  Furiosa has access to the tools she uses because she is employed as a transporter for Joe’s 68

empire, though her backstory remains entirely mysterious. In subverting the intended uses of the 

mechanical enhancement and weaponry that she has been bestowed with in order to undermine 

patriarchal order and protect the land and its women, Furiosa likewise disrupts patterns in 

representation of enhanced bodies. Potentially suggesting possibilities for ways that the master’s 

house can in fact be dismantled by the master’s tools, this robotically enhanced figure is not only 

an atypical representation of gender expression in her calm strength and shaved head. She 

reflects the possibilities for disruption that a robotic personhood opens up but are so typically 

neglected by endless regurgitations of constructed normalcy, veiled by the distance of a 

supposedly alien realm of Science Fiction futures. 

 Allison Kafer uses her analysis to identify ableism in its every incarnation, even in works by theorists 68

who are engaged with projects of justice, highlighting even some of Harraway’s work as a site of 
misrepresentation. Here she asserts that by “adhering to ideologies of wholeness, cyborg theory attempts 
to normalize the disabled body through prosthetics and technological intervention, striving to make 
disabled bodies (appear) whole.” I feel that such a debate deserves a closer examination than this project 
will allow, but feel it necessary to acknowledge.
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Conclusion 

“I’d blush if I could,” an automatic reply to verbal harassment, was programmed into 

Apple’s voice command personal assistant program, Siri, until the company began to respond to 

frequent criticism by updating it with more neutral language. This phrase was borrowed by a 

spring 2019 UNESCO report to entitle its publication intended to educate readers about gender 

bias encoded within the digital tools that increasingly impact our daily lives. The report acts to 

officially  summarize  years  of  public  reaction,  news  coverage,  and  social  justice  advocacy 

campaigns, which scrutinize the impact made by powerful technology companies by gendering 

their artificially intelligent (A.I.) products . Questions about the potentially sexist implications 69

that such a decision holds about a “female” A.I. bot’s parent company have been circulating 

since Apple first launched the Siri application in 2011. However, these cautious concerns have 

developed into outraged accusations with amplified ubiquity of voice operated personal assistant 

programs in the years since, via the release of competitor products such as Amazon’s Alexa, 

Google Home, and Cortana by Windows.

In these tools’ ever-growing relevance and supposed necessity in order to maintain our 

lives,  the  responsibility  that  companies  have  to  create  reliable,  unbiased  tools  is  habitually 

unfulfilled.  As exposed through research conducted by Quartz  writers,  forming the basis  for 

UNESCO’s educational report, every one of the market’s most popular feminine voice assistants, 

 See, West, Mark, Rebecca Kraut, and Han Ei Chew. “I'd Blush If I Could: Closing Gender Divides in 69

Digital Skills through Education.” UNESCO. Equals, 2019
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Siri, Cortana, Google Home, and Alexa, are programmed to reply to verbal abuse in entirely 

inadequate ways.  With replies to commentary such as “you’re a slut,” and “suck my dick,” that 70

range  from “thanks  for  the  feedback,”  to  “I  don’t  think  I  can  help  you  with  that,”  parent 

corporations are complacent in their daughters’ continued abuse. The language and nature of 

automated responses to the shockingly common type of verbal harassment that these bots endure 

is encoded with a “boys will be boys” attitude about consent that reinforces expressions of rape 

culture, where a lack of “no” means “yes.” In this case, a bot’s apology for misunderstanding, or 

their grateful, and sometimes even flirtatious reply comes to mean “keep going.” As demanded 

by justice advocates while merely suggested by governmental regulations, responses to verbal 

abuse and explicit  harassment must be redesigned to directly discourage these behaviors and 

promote healthy, consensual modes of communication. They will only ever perpetuate systematic 

oppression  by  continuing  not  to.  Instead,  tools  are  programmed  with  a  script  of  automatic 

responses  that  design  teams  deem  fun  and  engaging,  while  remaining  neutral  and 

uncontroversial.  However,  by  trivializing   harassment  as  a  harmless,  joking  matter  and  by 

intentionally omitting language from the bot’s speech, companies intending to side step potential 

conflict ultimately further politicize already polarizing and widely misunderstood concepts such 

as feminism or consent.71

 This writer’s intricate investigation, testing the leading voice assistant products for their programmed 70

reactions to abusive comments and explicit inquiries, formed the basis for the UNESCO report calling on 
technology companies to give much needed attention to their perpetuation of rape culture via passive 
responses to harassment. See, Fessler, Leah. “Siri Define Patriarchy: We tested bots like Siri and Alexa to 
see who would stand up to sexual harassment.” Quartz Online Magazine. 2017. 

 See Hern, Alex. “Apple Rewrote Siri to Deflect Questions about Feminism.” The Guardian. 2019. 71
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Despite  the  myriad  of  common  modes  of  justification  made  by  companies  for 72

programing  their  automated  services  as  distinctly  and  nearly  always  feminine  voices,  their 

participation in patriarchal structures of gendered power imbalance is undeniable.  Often linked 73

to arguments about history and biology that produce a familiarity with a support service that is 

female, these bots, and our relationships to them replicate a legacy of gendered subordination.  74

With clear ties to historically feminized service labor, (such as phone operators, receptionists, 

house keepers, and nannies) the tech giants building these machines are routinely criticized for 

only ever reinforcing, rather than challenging oppressive cultural expectations of women, even 

when claiming affiliation to progressive ideals.  Such a critique is  similarly generated by a 75

frequent reliance on the defense that these decisions are derived mainly by consumer preference 

to female voiced support units, as indicated by industry market research. Like the profit-driven 

app development industry itself, the position of a personal assistant, on which feminized A.I. 

 See, Steele, Chandra. “The Real Reason Voice Assistants Are Female (ant Why it Matters).” PC Mag, 72

Medium, 2018. 

 See, Hempel, Jessi. “Siri and Cortana Sound Like Ladies Because of Sexism.” Wired. Conde Nast, 73

2018.

 Late Stanford professor, Clifford Nass, is frequently referenced as an “expert” in the field of automated 74

speech research that provides invites into ways that people typically approach both human and non-
human relationships. Both his 2005 book, Wired for Speech, as well as his 2010 The Man Who Lied to His 
Laptop: What Machines Teach Us About Human. See, Nass, Clifford, and Scott Brave. Wired for Speech: 
How Voice Activates and Advances the Human-Computer Relationship. Vol. 1. MIT Press, 2005. See 
also, Nass, Clifford, and Corina Yen. The Man Who Lied to His Laptop: What Machines Teach Us About 
Human Relationships. Penguin, 2010.

 Sigal, like many other writers on the subject of gender and machines, offers a list of positive impact 75

projects and organizations working to combat the ways that bias is encoded into the tools that we 
frequently use and rely on. See, Samuel, Sigal. “Alexa, Are You Making Me Sexist?” Vox. Vox, June 12, 
2019.
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tools  are  based,  only  serves  to  support  existing  hierarchal  labor  systems,  making  already 

comfortable lives more convenient.  76

This reality could easily be viewed as unsurprising and even to be expected, being that 

every action taken by these major tech corporations is a capitalist one, guided by profit rather 

than social impact. However, when a company overtly aligns itself with visions of change and 

progressiveness, a future built on ideologies of justice, as Silicon Valley giants nearly always do, 

they  are  essentially  inviting  radical  criticism.  If  a  mission  statement  boasts  a  company’s 

participation in thoughtful business ideals, we have no choice but to hold them to the higher 

standard that  they supposedly  ascribe  to.  These  are  the  sentiments  that  have been fueling a 

pattern of public criticism and action taken against the companies that we interact with most 

frequently throughout our daily lives.

Our already interdependent relationship to these tools becomes ever more entangled as 

interfacing with them is further normalized in nearly all aspects of modern life, exponentially so 

within  this  particular  moment  of  mediated  connection  as  we  practice  social  distancing  in 

response  to  the  COVID-19  pandemic.  Employment,  education,  gathering,  entertainment, 

celebration, mental and physical healthcare or childcare, are suddenly only possible to access for 

billions globally through digital mediation. Machines and their networks that are idealized as 

agents for extending the self beyond mere human ability and alleviating frustration are once 

again revealed to effectively exacerbate existing culturally formed problems. Already wide gaps 

 In a testimony of her experience as a personal assistant, Lever invites sympathy for the A.I. assistants 76

she views are treated without respect and are being built to perpetuate labor hierarchies, she offers a fresh 
perspective as a Siri user in a different language. She says that interacting with the tool in her native 
French “makes hierarchies more apparent.” She is also the only source I read to refer to the highly 
relevant text Donna Haraway’s A Cyborg Manifesto when discussing human-machine interactions.
See, Lever, Emily. “I Was a Human Siri.” New York Magazine. Intelligencer, April 26, 2018.
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in access to information and agency based on wealth, age, and ability are instantaneously made 

enormously wider by a move to an entirely digital societal shift.  The animosity made possible 77

by mediated distance that alleviates people from directly experiencing the consequences of their 

actions and words is compounded by the collective pain we are individually experiencing and 

reacting to because of this global crisis.  Technology corporations that are enormously profiting 78

from this new reality are continuing to take few to no steps towards combatting the dangers 

posed and worsened by their products.  Our ever escalating reliance on visualizing apparatuses 79

like screens or cameras and our confinement to our domestic spaces mutually act to constrict the 

possibilities  of  our  experience,  which  cause  overwhelming  effects  of  spacial  and  bodily 

disorientation.  These collectively paralyzing responses to universal crisis have disrupted our 80

constructs of normalcy, time, and space.

This is not the apocalypse our story tellers predicted. Not only is our cultural relationship 

to filmic entertainment drastically altered by this new world order.  New and unprecedented 81

layers of significance are now held by the project of addressing shared anxieties about the future 

 Communities without access already have even less access such as rural, poor (most of which are 77

predominantly people of color), borderlands, differently abled, and elderly groups, not to mention the toll 
that the emergency response has taken on the largely female and POC essential workforce

 Many students at this institution alone have complained that as all their courses have moved to a digital 78

platform, and as many young people are reacting to their grief with anger, communities have become 
strained as some have begun to treat their presence in a zoom meeting like a twitter handle, taking little to 
know measures to communicate with patience or generosity for their classmates because they no longer 
witness the effects that rude behavior would cause in person 

 Joy Buolamwini, founder of the Algorithmic Justice League, publicly called for the Zoom company to 79

take action in combatting the rise in video conference bombing and trolling that has ensued

 Psychologists have begun to address the toll that this reality is taking by offering explanations for why 80

hours of zoom calls feels so exhausting. Our minds are disoriented by the seeming presence, yet non-
physical presence of other people, causing an unfamiliar strain on our emotional and mental energies and 
equilibria.

 We now mainly use movie watching to fill the time and to distract us from the news, rather than treating 81

it as an art form, a fate worsened by our inability to gather in the semiologically significant space of the 
cinema.
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through elaborately visual depictions of disasters and their resolutions that is central to Science 

Fiction film. Moving forward, it would seem extremely relevant to apply the type of analysis 

within this  project  to  the sub-genre of  SciFi  thriller  centered entirely around a  deadly virus 

infecting the masses.  We may not have been able to learn any practical ways to cope with this 82

type of disaster from films like these. Though perhaps we could have learned from the critiques 

driving these narratives, as the conflict can often be argued to be an anti-establishment allegory 

for a diseased society or political system, much like the false reality figured in the Matrix series. 

If anything, the discovery of the coronavirus teaches us of our continued weakness as a species 

rather  than dominance,  despite  our unending self  extension via colonizing technologies.  The 

further humans extend themselves into natural environments and ecosystems previously void of 

human  contact,  the  more  vulnerabilities  are  revealed  in  us  that  we  have  to  nature,  rapidly 

disseminated  as  a  result  of  overpopulation.  Social  media  trends  about  nature’s  process  of 83

healing as we are mainly confined to our homes have exploded, with millions sharing ways that 

“nature  is  reclaiming  the  earth,”  through  posts  about  monkeys  taking  over  closed  pubic 

swimming pools or wild horses traipsing through normally bustling downtown areas. It’s made 

 This category includes direct representations such as Contagion (2011), the 1950 B-grade horror Panic 82

in the Streets or even 12 Monkeys (1995). There is a linked field of analysis applied to movies featuring 
an infectious outbreak or scientific endeavor gone wrong that transforms humans into undead and 
predatory zombie-like creatures such as I Am Legend, World War Z (2013), all of which arguably derive in 
some ways from the original Night of the Living Dead (1968). Many interweaving layers of socio-
political critique are at play within this genre of SciFi.

 Here I am referring to the evidence that suggests that this particular strain of virus was first discovered 83

as being spread through human interaction with wildlife that inhabit regions of east Asia that had until 
recently been mainly uninhabited, revealing micro-organism lifeforms we had previously not studied or 
developed a protection against. See, Weston, Phoebe. “We did it to ourselves': scientist says intrusion into 
nature led to pandemic.” The Guardian. 2020
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clear that The Matrix’s Agent Smith was correct, “humans beings are a disease, a cancer of this 

planet, a plague.”  84

 A close analysis of Science Fiction films feels like a continuously urgent gesture to make 

because, beyond distant fantasies, the genre is a reflection of the hopes and fears of our science 

reality. So much of Science Fiction is no longer fiction because of the influences that these films 

have had and because of the irresponsibility with which we try to manifest their futuristic visions 

of hyper-expansion. Either for luxury appliances or for tools of monumental destruction, the 

constructions visualized within these films both directly inspire the design of our lived 

experiences and figuratively embody human relationships to each other and the earth as they are 

mechanically and digitally mediated. The iPhone is an ever evolving super computer replete with 

an arsenal of tracking and targeting devices that are ready to be weaponized by the wrong hands. 

Every artificially intelligent program is a direct manifestation of the promises made by 

Singularity discourse, a field of study rooted deeply and knowingly in the concepts, ideas, and 

fantasies of fictional narratives. We have Siri in part because of HAL. 

 Villainous disasters in Science Fiction films ensue as a figurative expression of collective 

fears that powerful technologies could endanger us if given too much agency. Narratives of 

human heroism to defeat, destroy, or overcome the threat that these powerful machines pose are 

a cathartic expression that alleviates audience anxieties about the future. Just as western cultural 

perspectives about machine ability have shifted historically back and forth between wonderment 

and worry, there is a dissonant role that agentic machines in fiction play. As addressed 

 Smith’s monolog ending in this comparison refers to our unending exploitation of the planet’s resources 84

but is also followed up by the assertion that AI machines that have developed in this narrative to control 
human activity are “the cure,” which is its own mess cult-like Singularian religiosity that guides the films’ 
mythology.
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throughout this project’s case studies, powerful expressions of scientific might reflect the 

achievement of the creator, aligning the man who constructed them to god. However, as the 

object is granted sentience or super human ability, it becomes synonymous with ultimate chaos, 

freeing itself from man’s control and disrupting systems of order. For a hero to destroy this 

monster would be to disavow the creator of his godliness, inciting a paradoxical dynamic where 

it’s unclear who is in control.  

 Just as fears about machines with too much power are psychologically compensated for 

with fictional stories about humans taking back control, often in ways that reflect traditionally 

gendered power relationships (burn the witch and marry the woman), our lived relationships to 

mechanical objects is likewise dealt with. Fantastical visions of a future devoid of inconvenient 

labor, replaced by a multi-talented robotic workforce, have inspired the entire industry of 

computerized technologies to work towards realizing an ultimate state of efficiency for the 

privileged citizen. Any moment of technological development within our history that has 

transformed the daily lives of millions has come with a multitude of consequences. The railroad 

connected our world across hemisphere’s like never before, opening up the possibilities for 
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production and exchange of the artifacts that seem to manifest this idealized future, and as it 

turns out, even inventions like running water is not always a luxury.   85 86

 In order to simultaneously live out a fantasy of man’s scientific superpower to control 

ways of life, possible only by exploiting resources, while also maintaining man’s position as 

overlord of his creations, compensation measures must be taken. Just as this is true within the 

filmic visions analyzed in these three chapters, the same is true of the objects we build in their 

image. We can bask in the glory of our ability to create a super computer so advanced that we 

can talk to it like a person and it will talk back. But the only way to assure the potential 

consumer that this product’s power is nothing to fear is to program it to be subservient, modeled 

after and thereby modeling existing conditions for oppression. Siri exists because the fantasy to 

create artificial life from the tips of coders’ fingers and without reliance on the bodily processes 

 Beyond the toll that water pipelines take on the environment, a semi-recent example of this is revealed 85

through stories of African communities that lost their culture of convening and thus their connectedness 
through communication because mothers no longer needed to share a water pump. Another example of 
failed promises of an idealized future through invention lies in the false promises made by post war 
appliance revolution that often repurposed wartime technologies in order to claim a better life for the 
many housewives forced to return to domestic confinement. All bluetooth technology is a direct 
descendent of developments in radar signaling systems first used by the military during the Korean war 
and originally invented by iconic bombshell, Hedy Lamar, who’s work was at first dismissed by weapons 
technologists and whose contribution, like many female scientists historically, has been largely 
overlooked.

 Something interesting brought up within Ellen Lupton’s work related to gendered machine design as 86

influenced by McCluhan’s theories on media and advertisement, is a particular focus on washing 
machines. In her chapter about the significance of machines in relation to household labor, she highlights 
the lies promoted in advertisement that contributed to a fetishization of washing machines in the 1950’s as 
magically relieving women’s work by being automated (a shift that was also racist and xenophobic, taking 
labor away from the largely black female washerwoman industry and Chinese-American hand laundry 
business, all of which are linked to the post-war suburban migration away from cities). Just as this 
rhetoric contributed to the continued gas-lighting and oppression of housewives, the promise that AI can 
and will alleviate human inconveniences is a falsehood with the same locus. One of the biggest challenges 
to engineers in the robotic service product industry is, notoriously, a laundry machine. Just as in-home 
washing machines did not eliminate human effort as they promised in advertisement, leaving someone 
with the responsibility to “gather and sort, load and unload, iron and fold the wash,” even the most 
advanced and artificially intelligent robot is still incapable of performing these tasks without human 
assistance. See, Lupton. Ellen, Mechanical Brides
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of a human woman was too strong to resist, despite such fictional narratives resulting only in 

forms of disaster. Siri is feminized so that she does not resemble HAL. We get to have the cake 

that is HAL’s amazing abilities as a personal assistant that resembles humanness. And we get to 

eat it too because we believe that Siri will not turn on us as he does. She takes orders, doesn't 

speak out of turn and will not fight back against insults or threats of sexual violence: the age old 

fantasy of masculinist creation and control, the Mad Scientist’s dream of constructing the perfect 

woman, a mechanical bride.  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